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The energy levels of internal waves observed during the

Arctic Internal Wave Experiment (AIWEX), conducted from the

drifting pack ice in the Beaufort Sea, increased as the speed of

the ice drift increased. The possibility of these waves being

generated by moving pack ice with a corrugated under-side is

explored in this paper. An analytical model of internal waves

generated by impulsively moving the ice is used to obtain a

frequency spectrum of vertical velocity from two reference

frames: one fixed relative to the earth and the other moving

with the ice. The velocity signal observed from the ice frame

simulates the observations from AIWEX instruments moored to

the ice. The ocean is assumed to have a constant buoyancy

frequency and a finite depth. The ice is approximated as a sum

of discrete sinusoidal plane wave components with infinite

horizontal extent. These components are determined from a

two-dimensional horizontally isotropic wavenumber spectrum,
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which was obtained from a one-dimensional spectrum of the

Beaufort Sea pack ice using the inverse Abet transform. The

vertical velocity response of the water particles to the

movement of the ice is found as a function of time since

initial ice acceleration. The spectrum of the velocity signal,

observed over a finite time and averaged over the ocean

volume, is compared to velocity spectra from AIWEX

observations. Surprisingly the observed spectral shape

resembles the modelled spectrum from the fixed frame rather

than the ice frame. The discrepancy in the spectral shapes

may be due to the non-constant Doppler-shift of the AIWEX

observations caused by the changing speed of the ice drift. The

model also predicts a more energetic response than was

observed; the discrepancy in energy levels may be explained by

including a mixed layer in the model.
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A Model of Arctic Ocean Internal Waves
Generated by Under-ice Topography

1. Introduction

The Arctic Ocean has a unique internal gravity wave field

with a less energetic and different spectral composition than

that of lower latitude oceans [Levine et al., 1985; 1987].

Measurements made from the pack ice during the Arctic

Internal Wave Experiment (AIWEX) indicate that the energy

levels of internal waves increased as the speed of the ice drift
increased. Models of waves generated by uniform ice motion

cannot account for the internal waves observed during AIWEX.

An analytical model of internal waves generated by the initial

acceleration of the pack ice is developed in this paper in an

effort to understand the source of internal waves in the

Arctic.

An extensive ice cover exists year-round in the central

Arctic ocean. The ice cover consists of various types of ice,

such as the fast ice which remains locked to land and

immobile, the pack ice which is in perpetual motion, and the

marginal ice zone (MIZ) which contains ice floes separated by

leads of water.

There have been few models of internal wave/ice

interactions, and most are specific to the MIZ. Wind shear

across an ice edge may generate internal waves, resulting in

bands of ice floes coincident with surface convergences
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[Muench et at., 1983]. Internal waves may cause appreciable

drag on the under-ice features in the density-stratified

waters of the MIZ (R. D. Muench and L. E. Hachmeister, Science

Applications, Inc., unpublished report, 1987). Sandven and

Johannessen [1987] reported an internal wave observation in

the MIZ that is consistent with a model of a horizontally

propagating plane gravity wave of first vertical mode in a

shearless ocean. Surface buoyancy fluxes in leads in the MIZ

may generate internal waves by disturbing the pycnoctine at

the base of the surface-mixed layer [Morison, 1980]. Increased

internal wave dissipation may occur in the turbulent boundary

layer below the pack ice, accounting for the lower internal

wave energies in the Arctic Ocean [Morison et al., 1985].

There are several proposed sources of internal waves

under the pack ice. The corrugated topographic relief of the

under-side of the ice may generate internal waves when the

ice moves relative to the water [Levine et at., 1987; Sandven

and Johannessen, 1987]. Internal waves may have propagated

under the ice after being generated by tidal flow over

topography in shallow regions [Sandven and Johannessen,

1987]. Nonlinear wave interactions may transfer energy and

momentum between different wave components [M[iller et al.,
1986]. Mesoscale eddies and mean geostrophic circulation may

provide a source of energy to internal waves [Olbers, 1983].

The proposed theory of generation by the under-ice topography
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is the most promising to explain the internal waves observed

during AIWEX since the internal wave energy levels are

correlated with the speed of the ice drift.

The pack ice is in constant motion, not as one rigid

sheet, but as numerous separate floes that are twisted and

crushed against one another primarily due to the wind stress

[Kovacs, 1972]. When two floes collide or squeeze together,

the result is usually a pressure ridge at the line of contact. A

pressure ridge is an accumulation of ice blocks which protrude

both above and below the abutting ice floes [Kovacs, 1972]. An

ice keel is the submerged portion of the pressure ridge. The

ice keels add topographic variation to the under-side of the

ice.

This paper is an exploration of the theory that internal

waves are forced by water particle displacements at the

ice/water interface when the pack ice moves relative to the

water. The motivation for considering this theory comes from

a set of observations from AIWEX. Internal wave

measurements indicated low levels of energy during a period

of relatively calm weather and low speeds of ice drift. The

speed of the ice drift began to increase as the calm weather

deteriorated to storm conditions, reaching a maximum speed of
0.2 m s two days after the storm began. The energy level of

the internal waves measured during the storm build-up

steadily increased as the ice speed increased.



An analytical model of internal wave generation is

solved as an initial-value problem. The ice and ocean are

assumed to be initially at rest when the ice impulsively

acquires a constant velocity. The water particle

displacements at the ice/water interface cause disturbances

that propagate through the stratified water, resulting in

internal waves. The ice is assumed to have infinite horizontal

extent. Frictional effects and nonlinear terms will be

neglected in the momentum equations. The ocean is assumed

to have a continuous density stratification with no mixed

layer. The existence of a flat ocean bottom in the model

permits for wave reflections and possible resonance

conditions.

The response of the ocean is solved for sinusoidal under-

ice topography with a single wavenumber component. More

complicated ice topographies are approximated as a sum of

discrete sinusoidal plane waves of varying wavenumbers,

amplitudes, and orientations. The vertical velocity underneath

such ice is then obtained by a superposition of the response

generated by the motion of each discrete plane wave.

The vertical velocity induced in the model is described

from two reference frames. One reference frame is fixed

relative to the earth; the vertical velocity observed from the

fixed frame is the absolute velocity of the wave. The other

reference frame moves with the ice; the vertical velocity
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observed from the ice frame is analogous to internal wave

observations made from instruments moored to the pack ice.

The model results can be compared to the data when the

under-ice topography used in the model is representative of

the under-ice topography at the data site. A one-dimensional

spectrum of the topography of the under-side of the pack ice in

the Beaufort Sea (where the AIWEX observations were made) is

projected into a horizontally isotropic two-dimensional

spectrum. The isotropic spectrum is then used to obtain a set

of discrete sinusoidal plane waves whose sum approximates

the under-ice topography at the AIWEX ice camp. The

frequency spectrum of the velocity underneath this ice

topography is then compared to the frequency spectrum of

velocity from AIWEX observations.

The equations and boundary conditions that govern the

flow are described in Chapter 2. The solution to the steady-

state model in which the ice has a uniform velocity for all

time is described in Chapter 3 since the solution to the

initial-value problem contains the steady-state solution. The

vertical velocity induced by the initial acceleration of the ice
is described in detail in Chapter 4. An under-ice topography

assumed to be representative of that at the data site is

derived in Chapter 5. The spectrum of the vertical velocity

from the initial acceleration of this ice topography is then

compared to velocity spectra from AIWEX observations.



2. Governing Equations

The movement of pack ice with a corrugated under-ice

topography over the ocean causes a surface disturbance that

propagates throughout the fluid. This section describes the

equations and boundary conditions that govern the flow. These

results will be used in Chapters 3 and 4 to model the ocean

response to the topographic forcing.

The co-ordinate system used to describe the motion of a

fluid particle is a right-hand system with x and y horizontal

and z positive upwards. The velocities u, v, and w represent

perturbations from rest in the x, y, and z directions,

respectively. The perturbation in pressure from hydrostatic is

p', the continuous density stratification of the ocean when at
rest is p0(z), and the perturbation density is p'.

Five linearized equations describe the response of a

rotating, inviscid fluid to a disturbance [Gill, 1982]: the

conservation of mass for an incompressible fluid,

au av aw
(1)

the conservation of density of a material particle,

op ap' dp0
(2)

and the momentum equations,
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au
(3)

av t.pL (4)

aw
(5)T0az p0

where f is the Coriolis parameter.

These five equations can be reduced to one equation for

the vertical velocity w:

a2w a2wa2 a2w a2w a2w1 2[a2fl
+ N2(z)[a2 + dy21 = 0, (6)[ax2 + ay2 +

+

where N is the buoyancy frequency defined by

N2(z)=_2, (7)
p0 dz

and the Boussinesq approximation [Gill, 1982] is used,

1 ar a-i a2w
= . (8)

The ice is assumed to move in the negative x direction

relative to the fixed frame.

between the ice and water,

ordinate systems to use to

fixed with the earth, which

of the governing equations.

(x',y',z') moves with the ice,

Since there is relative motion

there are two reasonable co-

describe the flow. One system is

is the co-ordinate system (x,y,z)

The other co-ordinate system

where x' is parallel to x, and z=O
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and z'=O coincide at the ice/water interface (Figure 1). The

ocean and the ice bottom are assumed to extend infinitely in x

and y, and the topography of the ice bottom is assumed to be

small compared to the water depth. The surface of the ice

bottom relative to the ice is described by r(x',y').

The forcing mechanism enters the problem as a surface

boundary condition for the vertical velocity at the ice/water
interface. Assume the ice moves with a constant speed U in

the negative x direction relative to the fixed frame. From a

co-ordinate transformation given by x'=x+Ut, y=y, and z'=z, the

ice bottom topography relative to the fixed frame is

h =i(x+Ut,y). (9)

The surface boundary condition for w is given by the time

derivative of the surface of the ice bottom relative to the
fixed frame. The linearized boundary condition for w at z=O is

that the vertical velocities of the ice and water particles at
the interface must match, and that a fluid particle at the
interface stays at the interface. The general form of the

surface boundary condition is then

w(x,y,z=O,t) (10)

= -{i(xUt,y)J, (11)

which can also be expressed in the ice frame by



z

0 0

Figure 1. Definition sketch of a general under-ice
topography. Co-ordinates (x,y,z) are fixed relative to the
earth, and (x',y',z') move with the ice at speed U in the -x
direction relative to the fixed frame. x and x' are parallel, y

and y' are parallel, and z=O and z'=O coincide at the ice/water
interface. r(x',y') describes the surface of the ice bottom
topography relative to the ice, and h=q(x+Ut,y) describes the
ice bottom topography relative to the fixed frame.
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ar(x',y') x' ari(x',y')
w(x',y',z'=O,t) . (12)

Since y'/t=0 and axvat=U,

a[i (x',y')}
w(x',y',z'=O,t) = U (1 3)

Two different models of the fluid response to

topographical forcing will be discussed. The first is the

steady-state model (Chapter 3), which assumes that the ice

has been moving at a constant velocity for all time. The

second is the initial-value model (Chapter 4), which assumes

that the ice motion is impulsively started at time t=0.
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3. The Steady-State Model

Consider first the steady-state model, of which three

variations will be discussed. The first and second variations

assume the buoyancy frequency is constant with depth, the

first case for an infinitely deep ocean, the second for an ocean

of finite depth. The last variation assumes the buoyancy

frequency is a general function of depth in a finite depth ocean.

The fundamental assumption of the steady-state model

that applies to all variations is that the ice has been moving

with constant speed U in the negative x direction relative to

the fixed frame for all time. Each variation will assume the

same ice bottom topography, and the first and second

variations will neglect earth's rotational effects (f=O).

The ice bottom topography, shown in Figure 2, is assumed

to have a sinusoidally varying topography with wavenumber k0

in the x' direction and amplitude h0. It is assumed there is no

variation of the ice bottom in the y' direction. The ice bottom

topography relative to the ice is given by

= h0 cos k0x', (14)

and the ice bottom topography relative to the fixed frame is

h = h0 cos{k0(x+Ut)]. (1 5)

From (10) and (15), the boundary condition at z=0 becomes
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Figure 2. Definition sketch of a single wavelength under-
ice topography moving over an ocean of finite depth. The ice
bottom topography relative to the fixed frame is
h=h0cos[k0(x+Ut)]. The ice is assumed to have no variation in
the y direction.
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w(x,z=0,t) = w0 sin[k0(x+Ut)], (1 6)

where w0 Uk0h0.

3.1 Infinite Depth Ocean

The steady-state model is first solved for a constant N

ocean of infinite depth. Gill [1982] describes a similar

problem with air flow over a mountain range. The sinusoidal

ice topography moving over an infinitely deep ocean can be

viewed as an inversion of the Gill problem.

The governing equation from (6) and the boundary

condition from (16) are given by:

2 a2w 2w
-[2 az2I +N ax2I =0, (17)

w(x,z=0,t) = w0 sin[k0(x+Ut)].

The solution is assumed to be a travelling wave in x and

z of the form w = A emt), where the real part of the
right-hand-side is assumed. When substituted into (17) and

after matching the surface condition, the resulting solution

for the vertical velocity is

w(x,z,t) = w0 sin[k0(x+Ut)+mz], (1 8)

where the forcing frequency o =Uk0 and the vertical

wavenumber m is given by
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m2 = (N2 U2k02) U-2. (1 9)

The vertical wavenumber is real when Uk0 < N and represents a

wave propagating vertically. The wavenumber m is the

negative square root of (19) since the energy propagates away

from the source; the group velocity is downward and the phase

velocity upward. Upward propagating waves from z=-oo are not
allowed. When Uk0> N, m is imaginary, and the vertical

velocity decays exponentially with depth. This exponentially

decaying solution is called an evanescent disturbance and will

be discussed in more detail later.

Vertical displacement is found by integrating the

vertical velocity equation in time, and is given by

(x,z,t) = h0 cos[k0(x+Ut)+mz]. (20)

Figure 3 illustrates the nature of the instantaneous vertical

displacement with depth. The displacement is sinusoidal at all

depths, with the amplitude equal to that of the ice topography,

and the wave crests appear to propagate upstream with depth.

Gill describes the horizontal average of the vertical flux
of energy density <p'w> to be the same at all depths for all

times. The energy is continually supplied at the interface and

propagated downward.

One result of the steady-state solution is that an

observer moving with the ice frame at a constant depth (x',

z'=constant) will not see any temporal changes in vertical
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o;
0 0 0

0C0Oç
0 0 00 0

Figure 3. The instantaneous vertical displacement of
isopycnal surfaces with depth for the steady-state model in an
infinite depth ocean, due to a propagating disturbance.
(Parameters are N=O.O1 s1, U=O.2 m s, k0=O.045 m1, h0=20

m, and m=O.022 m1.)
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velocity or displacement. This is in contrast to the transient

model discussed in Chapter 4.

The evanescent disturbance occurs when the surface
forcing frequency Uk0 is greater than the buoyancy frequency N,

which results in an imaginary vertical wavenumber m (19). In

this case it is convenient to define M as the imaginary part of

m in equation (19), m=iM, where

M = U1(U2k02 N2)112 (21)

The solutions for w and can then be rewritten in evanescent

form by substituting m=iM into equations (18) and (20):

w(x,z,t) = w0 e_Mz sin{k0(x+Utfl, (22)

(x,z,t) = h0 eMz cos[k0(x+Ut)]. (23)

The amplitude of the evanescent disturbance at z=0 matches

the topography, and then decays exponentially with depth

(Figure 4). There is no phase shift with depth. The frequency
of motion is still given by w=Uk0, and although the disturbance

still propagates horizontally, it is no longer considered an

internal wave since the frequency of motion is greater than

the buoyancy frequency. As in the vertically propagating

solution, there are no fluctuations of w and with time in the

ice frame at a constant depth.

Gill describes the evanescent solution as an equilibrium

one, with no inputs or outputs of energy. There is no net
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Figure 4. The instantaneous vertical displacement of

isopycnal surfaces with depth for the steady-state model in an

infinite depth ocean, due to an evanescent disturbance.

(Parameters are N=O.O1 s, U=O.3 m s1, k0=O.045 m1, h0=20

m, and m=-O.030 m1.)



vertical energy density flux, <p'w>=O, because the perturbation

pressure is 900 out of phase with w (p' is zero when w is a

maximum or minimum, and is a maximum or minimum when w

is zero). Energy does not propagate vertically into the system.

The special case of the disturbance caused by a forcing

frequency equal to the buoyancy frequency (Uk0=N) also has no

phase shift with depth. This solution has an exponential decay

of e0=1, and will be considered an evanescent disturbance.

3.2 Finite Depth Ocean

The second steady-state case to be considered is that of

the finite depth ocean with a flat bottom at z=-H. The

governing equation is still given by (17), and the boundary

conditions are

w(x,z=O,t) = w0 sin{k0(x+Ut)], w(x,z=-H,t) = 0.

The solution is assumed to have the form of a travelling

wave in x, with arbitrary depth dependence, w=A(z)e1_)t),

where the real part of the right-hand-side is the assumed

solution. Substituting into the governing equation and

applying the surface and bottom boundary conditions results in

the vertical velocity

sin m(z+H)
w(x,z,t) = W0 sin mH sin[k0(x+Ut)], (24)
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where the frequency of motion is still given by w=Uk0 and m2

is still given by equation (19). The wavenumber m can be the

positive or negative square root of (19) since the waves travel

vertically in both directions. There is a new constraint on the

solution: m cannot equal nit/H, where n is an integer, as the

sine of mH would be zero, resulting in an infinite amplitude.

The infinite amplitude corresponds to an undamped system in

resonance, which would not occur if friction were included in

the model. As before, the solution can be propagating or

evanescent in the vertical, depending on whether m is real or

imaginary.

The vertical displacement of the vertically propagating
solution (Uk0N) is given by

sin m(zH)
(x,z,t) = h0 sin mH cos[k0(x+Ut)], (25)

and Figure 5 illustrates the instantaneous vertical

displacement with depth. The waves are standing waves in the

vertical. At a given depth the wave propagates horizontally

with an amplitude dependent on its depth. The maximum

amplitude is h0/(sin mH), which can be greater than the

amplitude of the ice topography. At certain depths there are

nodes, which are levels where there is no vertical motion.

This occurs wherever sin{m(z+H)] is zero. Recall that in the

infinite depth ocean the amplitude of the sinusoidal

displacement is the same at all depths. There is no net
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Figure 5. The instantaneous vertical displacement of
isopycnal surfaces with depth for the steady-state model in a
finite depth ocean, due to a propagating disturbance. The
vertical displacement exhibits a standing wave pattern, the
straight horizontal lines occurring at nodes, which are levels
with no vertical motion. (Parameters are the same as in
Figure 3, and H=500 m.)
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vertical energy flux, since for every wave propagating

downwards, one is travelling upwards from the bottom after

reflection.

The evanescent disturbance (Uk0N) can again be

described with an exponential decay parameter M defined by

(21). Equations (24) and (25) become

sinh M(z+H)
w(x,z,t) = w

0 sinh MH sin[k0(x+Ut)], (26)

sinh M(z+H)
ç(x,z,t) = h0 sinh MH cos[k0(x+Ut)}. (27)

Figure 6 shows a schematic of the vertical displacement

evanescent response. The only node or location of zero

amplitude of displacement occurs at the bottom. There is no

standing wave pattern. As in the evanescent case in an

infinite depth ocean, this disturbance is no longer considered

an internal wave since o.>N. The perturbation pressure and the

vertical velocity are 900 out of phase, so there is no net flux
of energy density, <p'w>=O.

The steady-state solution observed from the moving ice

frame at a constant depth (x', z'=constant) has no temporal

change in t or w. This same result was obtained for the

steady-state model in an infinite depth ocean.
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Figure 6. The instantaneous vertical displacement of
isopycnal surfaces for the steady-state model in a finite depth
ocean, due to an evanescent disturbance. The solution is an
exponential decay with depth, and no standing wave pattern
exists. Shown for N=O.O1 U=O.3 m s1, k0=O.045 m1,

m=O.030 m1, H=500 m, and h0=1O m.
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3.3 Finite Depth Ocean. General Buoyancy Frequency

The last variation of the steady-state model assumes N

to be a general continuous function of depth and the ocean to

have a flat bottom at finite depth. The rotational effects

previously neglected will be included in this last variation.

The governing equation from (6) and the boundary

conditions are

2 ra2w a2wi
Lax2 + az2i

+ f2[] + N2(z)[a 2] = 0, (28)

w(x,z=0,t) = w0 sin[k0(x+Ut)] w(x,z=H,t) = 0.

The assumed solution is a travelling wave in x,
w=A(z)sin[k0(xUt)]. Substituting into the governing equation

(28) results in:

2A(z) N2(z)U2k 2

az2 f2[J2k2 A(z) = 0, (29)

A(z=0) = w0 A(z=H) = 0.

It is useful to express (29) in the form of a Sturm-

Liouville problem with homogeneous boundary conditions, using

the substitution

A(z) = A(z) (1+z/H)w0 . (30)

Equation (29) then becomes
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a2A(z) k 2

az2 f2U2k 2 [N2(z)U2k02] A(z)

k2

f2-U2k02
[N2(z)U2k02](1 +z/H)w0 (31)

A(z=O) = 0 A(z=H) = 0.

The general solution of the Sturm-Liouville problem is

described in the next section, which will be used again in

Chapter 4 for the initial-value model.

The solution of a general Sturm-Liouville problem. A

non-homogeneous Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem can

be written [Hildebrand, 1976] as

[b(z) -] + q(z)y + Ar(z)y = h(z),

y(z=0) = 0 y(z=H) = 0.

where y is the unknown function of z and A is a parameter

(32)

independent of z. The associated homogeneous equation to (32)

Is

[b(z) 1] + q(z)y + 2r(z)y = 0, (33)

which also satisfies the same boundary conditions. The

solution to the boundary-value problem (33) is a set of
orthogonal eigenfunctions p(z), each of which corresponds to

an eigenvalue ? [Hildebrand, 1976]. Equation (33) can then be

written:
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[b(z)
p(z)1

+ q(z)q(z) + Xr(z)p(z) = 0, (34)

db(z) p(z)
+ b(z) + q(z)p(z) = -Ar(z)p(z). (35)

Assume the solution to (32) can be expressed as an

eigenfunction expansion,

y=a(p(z). (36)

Substituting (36) into (32), and using (35),

a (A-Xe) r(z) p(z) = h(z). (37)

The coefficient a is found by multiplying both sides of (37) by

the function (Pm(Z) and integrating over the interval of

orthogonality:

ro
a(A-X)r(z)p(z)p (z) dz = Jm -H

h(Z)(Pm(Z) dz. (38)
n

The integral H5 )p(z)ç(z)dz is non-zero only when n=m,

since p(z) and pm(Z) are orthogonal with respect to the

weighting function r(z) [Hildebrand, 1976]. The coefficient a

is then

S h (z) (z) d z
a C(A-X) (39)

and the solution to the Sturm-Liouville problem is



where

=
B (z)

(40)C(A-)

B
=f0

h(z) p(z) dz, (41)

ro
1J r(z) p2(z) dz = the norm. (42)

A proper Sturm-Liouville problem is characterized by

b(z) and r(z) positive throughout the interval, q(z) nonpositive,

and A real. With these conditions, the eigenvalues are real and

nonnegative, discretely distributed and infinite in number

[Hildebrand, 1976]. The corresponding eigenfunctions are real,

and the norm has a positive numerical value.

The solution for the çieneral steady-state model. The

depth dependence A(z) of the general steady-state model,

equation (31), can now be solved using the general result of

the preceding section by defining

b(z) = 1

q(z) = k02

A

r(z) = N2(z)f2

k2
h(z) f2U2k2 [N2(z)U2k02](1+z/H)w0
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Note that in this case b(z) and q(z) are not functions of depth,

while the weighting function r(z) is a function of the z-

dependence of N. These definitions correspond to a proper

Sturm-Liouville problem.

The solution for A(z) is then obtained directly from (40):

where

A(z)
B,, p(z)

= (40)
C,,(A-A.,,)

-w0p(z) [p-U2k02g ]
C[1- X(U2k02-f2)k2] ' (43)

-H
N2(z)(1+z/H)(z) dz, (44).

-H
(1z/H)ip,,(z) dz, (45)

wk2
F.' 00

f2-U2k02

w0k02
[p U2k02gJ. (46)

Using equations (30) and (43) the solution for w is

= { (1 +z/H)-
(z)[p-U2k02g]

}w0sin[k0(x+Ut)]. (47)C,,[1 -?(U2k02-f2)k02]

It is useful to express (1+z/H) as an eigenfunction

expansion of p(z) in order to combine all of the z-dependent

terms,



(1+z/H) = d p(z). (48)

The coefficient d is found by multiplying both sides of the

equation (48) by the weighting function r(z) and the
eigenfunction pm(Z), and integrating over depth. The integral

of r(z)pn(z)pm(z) over depth is zero unless n=m, as discussed in

the previous section, so that

p-f2gd= (49)

The expression for the vertical velocity of the steady-state

model for a general buoyancy frequency N becomes:

w(x,z,t) c p-f2g

k02[p-U2k02g]
kQ2- (U2k 2f2) } w0sin[k0(x+Ut)]. (50)

Equation (50) represents the steady-state solution for

the vertical velocity in a finite depth ocean of variable N.

Since all terms are functions of (x+Ut), this solution, as in the

previous steady-state solutions, is not a function of time

when observed from the ice frame of reference. Equation (50)

reduces to the steady-state solution (24) when N is constant

and f=0. This can be shown by expressing the term

sin[m(zH)]/(sin mH) as an eigenfunction expansion of p(z) and
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proceeding in the same manner as in the (1z/H) expansion,

where m is defined in (19) and cannot equal nit/H.

3.4 Summary of the Steady-State Model Results

The vertical velocity of the wave generated by under-ice

topography moving with constant velocity for all time has the

same frequency as the forcing when observed from a reference

frame fixed relative to the earth, but has no temporal

oscillation when observed from a reference frame moving with

the ice.

The motion is said to be in steady-state because the

amplitude of oscillation at any depth is constant for all time.

A vertically propagating disturbance occurs when the forcing

frequency is less than the buoyancy frequency, and an

evanescent disturbance occurs when the forcing frequency is

greater than or equal to the buoyancy frequency. A vertically

propagating disturbance in an infinite depth ocean displaces

isopycnal surfaces by an amount equal to the amplitude of the

topography. A propagating disturbance in a finite depth ocean

displaces isopycnal surfaces in a standing wave pattern in the

vertical, and the maximum displacement can be greater than

the amplitude of the under-ice topography. An evanescent

disturbance in an ocean of any depth decays exponentially.

There is no steady-state solution possible for a finite

depth ocean when the vertical wavenumber is an integer
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multiple of it divided by the ocean depth, since this

corresponds to undamped oscillation at resonance. There is no

resonance condition for an infinite depth ocean, since no

bottom exists to reflect the waves.

There is a constant vertical flux of energy density over a

horizontal wavelength for a propagating disturbance in an

infinite depth ocean. The propagating disturbance in a finite

depth ocean consists of one wave propagating upward for each

wave propagating downward, so there is no net vertical flux of

energy. The evanescent disturbances have no net vertical flux

of energy density over a horizontal wavelength because the

pressure oscillation is 900 out of phase with the vertical

velocity.
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4. The Initial-Value Model

One result from the steady-state model was that

temporal changes in w or cannot be detected when moving

with the ice reference frame. However, data obtained from

sensors moored from the ice exhibit temporal oscillations.

Hence the steady-state model cannot explain these

observations under the ice. The initial-value model, in which

the ice is moved impulsively over an ocean initially at rest,

produces solutions for w and that vary with time when

observed from the ice reference frame. The initial-value

model is a more realistic description of the internal wave

observations than the steady-state model.

This chapter is devoted to describing the method of

solving the initial-value model and explaining many aspects of

the solution. The comparison of the initial-value model

results to Arctic Ocean data is reserved for Chapter 5. The

initial-value model is solved first in general form, with

specific variations of the model discussed in following

subsections. The variations will include a constant N ocean

for the ice topography of Chapter 3, a rotated two-dimensional

ice bottom, and a general three-dimensional ice bottom.

The main assumption of the initial-value model is that

the surface forcing is impulsively started at time t=O. The ice

is assumed to be motionless relative to the water for all time

less than zero. At time zero the ice instantaneously
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accelerates to a constant velocity U in the negative x direction

relative to the fixed frame. The ocean is assumed to have a

flat bottom at depth -H, as in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The model

is defined by the governing equation (6), the surface boundary

condition (13) that matches vertical velocities at the

ice/water interface, the bottom boundary condition of no

vertical flow, and the initial conditions of a fluid at rest:

a2 a2w a2w a2wi 2ra2wi 2 a2w a2wi
at2Iax2 + a2 + az2i + f

1-az
+ N (z)La2 + a2i = 0, (6)

a {i (x + Ut, y)]
w(x,y,z=O,t) = U a(x+ut) w(x,y,z=H,t) = 0,

w(x,y,z,t=O) = 0 jw(x,y,z,t=0) = 0.

The partial differential equation (6) in x,y,z, and t is

solved by taking the two-dimensional Fourier transform in x
and y and the Laplace transform in t. The following notation is

used to describe the transformations:

= F[w] = Fourier transform of w

JJ°°w eeY dx dy

F1['] = Fourier inverse of '

(2ir)2 e°eY dk dl

= L[''} = the Laplace transform of ''

edt
L1 ['J = the Laplace inverse of i
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1 fC+ioo A=: westds
2itz Ctoo

k, I = Fourier transform variables (wavenumbers)

s = Laplace transform variable.

Taking the Fourier and Laplace transforms of the

governing equation (6) and the boundary conditions yields:

(k212)[N2(z)+s2] A
= 0 (51)az2 (s2+f2)

ikU ii(k,l)
i(z=H) = 0.i(z=O)

S-ikU

The initial conditions were utilized during the Laplace

transformation of equation (6) [Kaplan, 1981]:

2 L[w(t)] s w(t=0) -(t=0)

= s2 L[w(t)]. (52)

The Fourier transform of the surface boundary condition is

accomplished by utilizing the time differentiation and time-

shifting properties of the Fourier transform [Lathi, 1961]:

r a[ii(x+Ut,y)]i
F[w(x,y,z=0,t)] = FU a(x+Ut) -'

= ikU F[r(xUt,y)]

= ikU F[i(x,y)]

= ikUe1Jtfi(k,l), (53)
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where the term ii(k,l) is the Fourier transform of the ice

bottom topography.

Equation (51) can be transformed into a problem with

homogeneous boundary conditions with the substitution

ikU ti(k,l)
t =- (1+z/H) s-ikU (54)

The system of (51) becomes

a2, (k2+l2)fN2(z)+s2} -
az2 (s2+f2)

W

(k2+l2)[N2(z)+s2](1+z/H) ikU ff(k,I)
(s2+f2) s-ikU (55)

(z=O) = 0 '(z=H) = 0.

The unknown function is ', the modified Fourier and Laplace

transformed vertical velocity. The forcing function is

dependent on fj'(k,l), the Fourier transformed ice bottom

topography.

Equation (55) can be solved by using the general solution

of the Sturm-Liouville problem from the preceding chapter:

r
-[b(z)-j-j +q(z)w+Ar(z)w=h(z), (32)

B p(z)
C(A-?) (40)

Equation (55) is solved by defining a proper Sturm-Liouville

problem with
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b(z) = 1

q(z) = (k2+12)

(k2+12)
A

(s2+f2)

r(z) = N2(z) f2

(k2+12)[N2(z)+s2](1 +z/H) ikU fi (k,l)
h(z)

(s2+f2) s-ikU

Note that b(z) and q(z) are not functions of z, while r(z) is a
function of the z dependence of N. Then B is given by:

'0

B=
..H

h(z)p(z) dz (41)

k2-i-12 ikU fi(k,l)
s2+f2 s-ikU [p s2g] (56)

using the previous definitions of p and

HJ N2(z)(1+z/H)q(z) dz (44)

g= (1+z/H)p(z) dz . (45)

Solving for i from (54) and expressing (1+z/H) as an

eigenfunction expansion,

p(z)
(1+z/H) = [p f2g], (57)

n n

yields
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ikU fi'(k,l) (p(z)[p-f2g]
(k,l,z,$) = s-ikU

n

ikU ii (k, I) p(z)(k2l2)[p+s2g]
s-ikU C[k2+l2+X(s2+f2)] . (58)

The next step in solving for the vertical velocity is to

take the Laplace inverse of equation (58). The inverse of the

first term is straightforward, since the Laplace inverse of

1/(s-ikU) is e4Ut:

1ikU i(k,l) p(z)[p-f2gJ1
- s-ikU

= ikU i(k,l) eiUkt
p(z)[p-f2g]

n
. (59)

The second term in (58) can be rewritten as

ikU ff(k,l) p(z)(k2+l2)[p+s2gJ
5-ikU CX(s2+o2) , (60)

where the natural frequency of mode n is defined by

= iJ(k2+l2Xf2)X 1 (61)n

Note that equation (61) is the dispersion relation that

describes frequency as a function of wavenumber. Expressing

(s2+w2) = (siw)(s-iw) allows (60) to be expanded as a sum of

fractions
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(p(z) (k2+l2)[p+s2g]
ikU i (k,l)

C2(s-ikU) (s+iw) (s-iwo)

(p(z)(k2+l2)
1 2 3

1 (62)= ikU (k,l) [sikU + s+iw + S-io

where the coefficients are:

p-u2k2g p2g p..t.2g
21= o)-Uk 2

-2co2-2wUk -2w +2coUk (63)

The Laplace inverses of the s-dependent terms in equation (62)
are c1et, c2e0)flt, and c3eflt. Therefore the Laplace inverse

of i is

(k,l,z,t) =
(z)

p-f2g
n

(w2-f2)[p-U2k2g]}
ikU f(k,l)

(o2-U2k2)

+
C(w2-U2k2) [cos w11t

iUk+ sin ot] ikU i(k,l). (64)
(Ofl

The next step in solving for w is to take the Fourier

inverse of (64). No general form of w(x,y,z,t) was found; the

vertical velocity can be found only when the Fourier transform

of the ice bottom topography (k,l) is specified.

The solution for at any time and depth is expressed as

a sum of an infinite number of vertical modes ip(z), where

mode n oscillates with frequency w. The dispersion relation



given by (61) indicates that there are an infinite number of
natural frequencies o comprising the system and that they are

discretely distributed, since the eigenvalues X for a proper

Sturm-Liouvulle problem are discrete and infinite in number

[Hildebrand, 1976]. The first term in the solution (64) can be

identified as the Fourier transform of the steady-state

solution by comparing it with equation (50). The second term

represents the transient solution, describing the waves that

are generated as a result of the initial acceleration of the ice.

4.1 Constant Buoyancy Frequency

A special case of the initial-value model is that of an

ocean of constant buoyancy frequency N. The solution for X' is

found from (64), by evaluating p(z), Xi,, g, Cn, p, and for

constant N.

The eigenfunctions p(z) and elgenvalues X are found

from the general homogeneous Sturm-Liouville problem, (33),

a2(P(Z)
+ F2p(z) = 0, (65)

p(z=O)=0

where

= [q(z) + Xr(z)] = [(k2+l2) + ?(N2f2)]. (66)

The eigenfunctions are



(p(z) = sin Fz,
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(67)

where F equals nit/H. The eigenvalues ? are determined by

equating (66) with (nit/H)2 and used in the dispersion relation

(61) to determine the natural frequencies:

k2+l2+F2

fl= Nf (68)

F 2f2 + N2(k2+12)
2

0)1.1 k2 + 12 + F2 (69)

The functions p, g, and C can be evaluated now that p(z) is

known:

(1+z/H) sin Fz dz (45)

= (70)

50

N2(z)(1+z/H) sin Fz dz (44)

F (71)

=
H5

[N2(z)-f2] sin2Fz dz, (42)

(N2f2) H
2 (72)

Then the Fourier transformed vertical velocity 'IX' from

(64) is



'(k,I,z,t) =
2 (sin ['az) (N2-w 2).

HF(N2-f2)(U2k2-w2) { (U2k2f2)eJt +

ikU.(f2-w2)[cos wt + sin cot]}ikUfi(k,l). (73)

The vertical velocity w will be solved for three different

forms of topography: single wavelength ice topography with

crests normal to U (Section 4.1.1), single wavelength ice

topography with crests oriented at an arbitrary angle to U

(Section 4.1 .2), and multiple wavelength ice topography of

arbitrary orientation (Section 4.1 .3).

4.1.1 Single wavenumber ice t000graDhy. The ice

topography is assumed to contain only one wavenumber

component in the x' direction, as previously discussed in

Chapter 3,

r(x',y') = h0 cos k0x'. (14)

The two-dimensional Fourier transform of the ice bottom

topography is then

f(k,l) = h0t { (k+k0) + 6(kk0) J, (74)

where (k-k0) is the unit impulse function [Lathi,1967], defined

by

(kk0) dk = k0. (75)



Substituting i(k,l) from (74) into (73) and taking the

Fourier inverse yields:

where

w(x,z,t) = w(x,z,t) + Wtr(X,Z,t), (76)

w = 2D(U2k02-f2)sin[k0(x+Ut)] (77)

Wtr = D(f2co2)[(1+__-Q)5in(k0x+wt)

+ (1---)sin(k0x-o)t)] (78)
(O

w sinr' z(N2-w2)
D

°
HF(N2-f2)(w2-U2k02)

The terms designated as and Wtr correspond to the Fourier

inverses of those terms in equation (64) that can be identified

with the steady-state and transient components of the
solution, respectively. The steady-state component is a

travelling wave in the negative x direction with frequency Uk0.

The steady-state component describes the wave motion

induced from ice moving with constant velocity, and is

constant in time when viewed from a fixed position in the ice

frame. The transient component wtr is written as the sum of

travelling waves of frequencies wfl propagating in both the

negative and positive x directions. The transient component

describes the wave generated by the initial acceleration of the
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ice, and contains all the time-dependent terms when viewed

from the ice frame.

The vertical velocity as observed from the ice frame is

obtained by substituting x=x'-Ut into equations (77) and (78).

Then the vertical velocity is

w(x',z',t) = w(x',z',t) + wtr(x',z' ,t) , (80)

where the steady-state and transient components are given by

= 2D(U2k02-f2)sin(k0x') (81)
n

Uk
Wtr = D(f2co2)[(1+)sin{k x'+(o-Uk0)t]

n (on 0

Uk0
+ (1--)sin{k0x'-(w+Uk0)t]]. (82)

(on

The coefficient D is still given by (79) since z'=z. The

steady-state component in the ice frame has no temporal

variation as it did in the fixed frame. The waves travelling

with the ice in the transient component are Doppler-shifted to
a lower frequency when oUk0 and to a higher frequency when

The waves travelling opposite the ice are Doppler-

shifted to a higher frequency by Uk0.

The vertical velocity can become very large as the

forcing frequency Uk0 gets very near a natural frequency o.
Equations (76) and (80) are mathematically valid at Uk0=o

when the limit is evaluated carefully, with the amplitude of
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the mode in resonance growing with time. Equations (76) and

(80) physically describe an internal wave only for a finite

time. As the wave created by forcing near resonance becomes

large amplitude, the non-linear terms in the momentum

equation, which were assumed negligible to obtain the

solution, become important. When this occurs, (76) and (80)

are not an accurate description of the vertical velocity of the

fluid. Continued forcing at resonance would make the wave

continue to grow until breaking, when the horizontal water

particle velocity u would equal the phase speed U of the wave.

At time zero the ice topography gains speed impulsively

over an ocean initially at rest. Since the fluid was assumed to

be incompressible, the sudden pressure disturbance at the

interface at time zero can propagate instantaneously through

the water column. Then w(x,z,t=0) can also be described by the

equation of a deep water wave in an unstratified ocean, [Pond

and Pickard, 1983]

w = coh0 e kz sin(kxüt). (83)

Equation (83) is equivalent to w(x,z,t=0) when t=0, o=Uk0,

k=k0, and is expressed as an eigenfunction expansion of

p(z).

Figures 7 and 8 show the vertical velocity w(x,z,t) with

depth for various times, with the parameters U, k0, N, and H the

same as in the steady-state discussion, Figure 6. The velocity
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Figure 7. Dimensionless vertical velocity for various
times less than one forcing period. All plots are for x=O; the
velocity at the interface changes as the ice moves. The
disturbance at t=O is a deep water wave. Parameters are the
same as in the steady-state case of Figure 5 (k0=O.045 m,

2ir/Uk0=O.19 hours, and f=1.45 x104 s).
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Figure 8. Dimensionless vertical velocity for time
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fluid can be greater than at the ice/water interface, as in (f)
through (h).



shown is nondimensionalized as w/w0, and all graphs are for a

horizontal position x=2ir/k0.

Figure 7a, for time zero, shows the exponential decay of

w with depth, as in a deep water wave. The remaining figures

7b through 7h are for times less than one period of the ice
forcing, 2ir/Uk0=O.19 hours. The value of w/w0 at z=O changes

sign according to the boundary condition (16). Figure 8 shows

the continued propagation of the disturbance with depth for

time increments of 2it/Uk0. The disturbance has reached the

bottom by the time shown in 7h.

The horizontal average of the square of the velocity is a

way of describing w without any x dependence. The horizontal

average of the velocity squared will be denoted by <w2> and is

determined by the expression

<w2>(z,t) [w(x,z,t)] dx. (84)2ir

Graphs of the non-dimensional <w2>/w02 for time increments

of 2it/Uk0 are shown in Figure 9 for the same parameters as

used in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 9 indicates that the average motion at some

depths can exceed the average motion at the surface. The

disturbance propagates vertically such that no depth always

maintains zero motion. The parameters used in Figure 9
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squared for time increments of the forcing period. All
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<w2>1w0 at z=O will always be 0.5, the average of the square
of the boundary condition w(x,z=0,t). There is no depth that
always maintains zero velocity, as in the steady-state case.



describe forcing near evanescence (Uk0/N=0.9), but not near

resonance (w3/Uk0=1.025 and co4/Uk0=0.97).

The horizontal average <w2> is shown in Figure 10 for a

different wavenumber to illustrate the response near

resonance. The new forcing period is 2it/Uk0=1 .75 hours. The

forcing frequency is nearly in resonance with mode 8,

o8/Uk0=1.0003. Mode 8 clearly dominates the motion by the

time shown in Figure lOh. Figure 9, in contrast, has no obvious

dominant mode in the vertical structure. The amplitudes of

motion are greater in the near-resonance case than in Figure 9.

The vertical velocity in the initial-value model differs

markedly from the steady-state model. Recall that the

steady-state, infinite depth ocean showed all depths

undergoing the same magnitude of oscillation, so

would equal 1/2 at all depths for all times. In the steady-
state, finite depth ocean, <w2>/w is constant in time but

varies with depth: at some depths there is zero motion, at

others the magnitude of w could be greater than at the

ice/water interface.

The horizontal average of w2 is the same whether

computed from the fixed or from the ice reference frame. This

can be seen by averaging w(x',z',t) horizontally over x' as in

equation (84). Another way to understand this result is to note

that the only difference in the vertical velocity between the

two frames is due to a shift in the horizontal position. When
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Figure 10. Dimensionless horizontally averaged velocity
squared for time increments of the forcing period for k0=0.005

m. All other parameters are the same as Figure 7. This case
is nearer to resonance than the one shown in Figure 9, and has
significantly amplified interior velocities.
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w2 is averaged horizontally, the result no longer depends on

horizontal position.

The vertical velocity can be described as function of

time only by averaging <w2> vertically. This vertical average

will be denoted by <<w2>>, and is

1 50
<w2>(z,t) dz (85)H-H

= [w0 (N2-co2) 2

HF(N2f2)(o2U2k02)I { (U2k02-f2)2

iJ2k02
+ (f2_w2)2[cos2wt + 2

sin2wt]

+ 2(U2k02-f2)(f2o2) [cos(otUk0t)

+ (_ i)Sfl co,1t sin Uk0t] }. (86)

Figure 11 shows a time series of <<w2>>/w02 for the case

k0=0.045 m1 shown in Figures 7 and 8 (2t/Uk0=0.19 hours,

Uk0/N=0.9). Figure ha shows the first five hours, and lib

shows a 110 hour time series.

The relative importance of four of the modes comprising

<<w2>> is illustrated in Figure 12. Modes 3 and 4 span the
forcing frequency Uk0 (o3/Uk0=1 .025 and o4/Uk0=0.97, Figure

12a) and are much larger in amplitude than modes 2 and 5.

Additional modes are of lesser amplitudes than any shown.

The beat pattern of Figure lib is the result of the
driving frequency Uk0 being mid-way between the two natural
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Figure 11. Time series of the dimensionless average
velocity squared. (a) The first five hours since start-up,
showing small scale oscillations of 2Uk0. (b) One hundred and
ten hour time series, showing beating pattern. The parameters
are the same as in Figure 7 (2it/Uk0 = 0.19 hours).
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Figure 12. Natural frequencies of the wave and time
series of individual modes of the average velocity squared. All
parameters are the same as in Figure 11. (a) The frequencies

of modes 1 to 25, with Uk0 between modes 3 and 4. (b)

Time series of modes 2-5. The two low amplitude curves are
mode 2 (dashed) and mode 5 (solid). The higher amplitude
curves are for modes 3 and 4. The modulations of Figurelib
coincide with the sum of modes 3 and 4.
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frequencies (03 and (04 of the system. The beat frequency can

be estimated from (86). Since the amplitudes of all other

modes are small, <<w2>> can be approximated by summing over

modes 3 and 4 only. Frequencies 03 and (04 are near Uk0, so

that

U2k 2
+ 2 sin2cot 1 for n=3,4 (87)

(..2._ 1)sin coat sin Uk0t 0 for n=3,4. (88)

Therefore the dominant time-dependence of <<w2>> is given by

cos(cot-Uk0t) in (86). Assuming the amplitudes from modes 3

and 4 are nearly equal, and using the trigonometric identity

cos2x + cos2y = 2cos(x+y)cos(x-y):

cos [(o3- Uk0)t}+cos[(o4- U k0)t]

= 2 cos{{(o3-Uk0)+(w4-Uk0)]}cos{{(o3-Uk0)-(o4-Uk0)]-}

= 2 cos{[(o3o4-2Uk0)J-}cos{[(a3-w4)]k}. (89)

The frequency [(w3+o4-2Uk0)]/2 has a period of about 77

hours, which corresponds to the modulation period of Figure
lib, and the frequency [(03-04)]12 has a period of about 7

hours, which corresponds to the average period of the peaks in

Figure 11 b. The beating pattern of Figure 11 b is very apparent
since Uk0 lies mid-way between two natural frequencies of the
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system. The modulation becomes less pronounced as Uk0

becomes closer to one than another.

The initial increase in energy can be explained by looking

at the energy flux of a free internal wave. The rate of the

vertical propagation of energy for a freely propagating internal
wave of frequency o, and wavenumbers F and k0 is given by

the vertical group velocity, cgz=cxn/aFn [Gill, 1982]. The first

peaks of <<w2>>/w0 in Figure 12b for modes 3 and 4 occur at

t=4.1 hours and t=3.46 hours respectively. When these times

are multiplied by their corresponding group velocity of a freely

propagating wave, the distance traveled is about 1000 m,

twice the ocean depth. The first peaks in <<w2>> for each

mode occur at a time when the waves, if freely propagating,

would have travelled down from the ice and back.

Although the actual system is expressed as a sum of

normal modes, which are not vertically propagating waves, the

time series of the averaged variance behaves as if freely

propagating waves travel downward from the ice, reflect off

the bottom, travel up to the ice, reflect downward, and so on,

interfering constructively and destructively through time.

4.1.2 Single wavenumber ice topograohv moving in an

arbitrary direction. Section 4.1.1 describes a specialized case,

since the motion of the ice is perpendicular to the crests of

the single topographical wavelength present. This section

explores a more general variation of the initial-value model:
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the direction of ice motion is at an arbitrary angle to the

crests of the single topographic wavelength present.

Figure 13 is a definition sketch for this new variation.
The ice bottom topography consists of a single wavenumber k0.

The co-ordinates (x,y,z) are fixed as before, with y parallel to

the topography crests and x perpendicular. A new set of co-

ordinates, also fixed relative to the earth, are (x,ijJ,z), where

the z axis remains unchanged, and the (x,ijc) axes are rotated at

angle 8 to the (x,y) axes and shifted by x=-X. The ice moves

with speed .t in the negative x direction relative to the fixed

frame. As before, the ice gains all of its speed impulsively at

time zero. The co-ordinates of the ice reference frame will

now be designated as (x',ji',z'), with =+J.tt 1lJ'=141, and z'=z.

The ice velocity has a component of magnitude U in the

negative x direction and a component of magnitude V in the

negative y direction,

U=pcose, (90)

V=tsinO. (91)

Since this is a linear model, the total solution for w in the

rotated frame can be expressed as the sum of the vertical

velocity due to ice motion U and the vertical velocity due to

ice motion V:

w(X,jt,z,t) = w(x,y,z,t)from U + w(x,y,z,t)f0 (92)
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Figure 13. Definition sketch for a rotated and phase
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(',ii',z') move with the ice at speed in the -x direction
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is x=cos0-sin8-X, U=tcos0, and V=psinO.
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Frictional effects have been neglected, so ice movement

parallel to topography crests causes no water particle
displacements; hence Wfrom =0 This means that the fluid's

response is determined by the component of ice velocity

normal to the ice crests. The fluid's response to ice motion j

in the x direction is the same as the fluid's response to ice

motion U in the -x direction.

The solution for w in terms of the rotated co-ordinates

is obtained from equations (77) and (78) by expressing all

terms in the new reference frame. The x co-ordinate is

x=xcosei,sine-X (93)

by a rotation of axes. The wavenumber of the ice topography in

the direction of motion is defined as K, and the wavenumber

perpendicular to the ice motion is y,

K = k0 cos e, (94)

y'=k0sine. (95)

Substituting expressions (90) and (93) for U and x into (77) and

(78) and taking advantage of the definitions (94) and (95) to

write the answer more compactly, the expression for w in the
rotated frame (,ji,z) is still written as the sum of steady-

state and transient components,

w(,,z,t) = w(x,iy,z,t) + w1(x,ijj,z,t), (96)
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where

= 2D(L2K2-f2)sin[1(x+J.Lt)--yNJ--k0X] (97)
n

I_tic
Wtr(X ,c,z,t) = D (f2-o2) [(1 +)sln(Kxyl1_k0X+o)flt)

n

I_tic
+ (1--)sin(icxyjrk0X-wt)] (98)

uch0sinFz(N2-co2)
HF(N2-f2)(co2-U2k02) (99)

As expected, equations (97) and (98) for the vertical

velocity reduce to (77) and (78) when 0=0 and X=0, because

then I_t=U, ic=k0, and y=O. Also, the vertical velocity is zero

when 0=it/2, since ic=k0cos(it/2)=0. There is no forcing when

the crests of the ice topography are parallel to the flow,

consistent with the frictionless ocean assumptions.

Topography oriented at 0=0 is indistinguishable from

topography oriented at 0+,t, and the velocity is the same for
both orientations. The steady-state component is still a

travelling wave, with frequency j_tic propagating in the -x
direction. The transient component Wtr is still written as the

sum of travelling waves of frequencies ofl propagating in both

the negative and positive directions.

The vertical velocity from the ice frame is obtained by

the substitutions for
, ii, and z,

w(',ip",z',t) = w(X',lp",z',t) + wtr(X',ljJ' ,z',t) , (1 00)
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with the steady-state and transient components given by

w(x',J',z',t) = 2D(J.2K2-f2)sin{KX'-yif-k0X] (101)
n

1.1K
wtr(X',lIi",Z',t) = D(f-o) [(i +)sin[Kx'-yw'-k0X+(w--1K)t)]

n (Oni

+ (1 -)sin[Kx'-y4f-k0X-(o+J.LK)t)]]. (1 02)

The steady-state component in the ice frame has no temporal

variation as it did in the fixed frame. The waves travelling

with the ice in the transient component are Doppler-shifted to
a lower frequency when op.i and to a higher frequency when

The waves travelling opposite the ice are Doppler-

shifted to a higher frequency by 1.1K.

The horizontally averaged velocity squared is the same

for both reference frames,

<w2>(z,t)
icy $21t/T f2ir/i

(2ir)2 [w(X,llJ,z,t)]2 d d (103)

J2itIy J2irIi
(2it)2 [w(X',',z',t)]2 d' dijj', (104)

which was also true for ice motion normal to the ice crests.

The signal observed from the fixed frame, w(X,iji,z,t),

differs in frequency content from the signal observed from the
ice frame, w(',',z',t). The frequency content of each signal

will be compared by using the frequency spectrum of vertical



velocity from both frames. These velocity spectra will

compared with observations from AIWEX in Chapter 5.

The modelled velocity spectra are calculated analytically

for a finite record length, denoted by t, which is measured

from t=0. Evaluating the spectrum by using a finite record

length is analogous to determining the AIWEX velocity spectra

from a finite time series. Since t is measured from zero, the

variance will be an average since the ice motion began. The

frequency resolution of the spectra will be 2it/t. There is no

Nyquist frequency (and therefore no maximum frequency of the

spectrum), since the velocity is continuous in time. The record

length t is presumed to be less than the time at which the non-

linear terms of the momentum equations become important, so

that forcing at resonant frequency can be evaluated.

As a first step to obtain the frequency spectra, the

Fourier coefficients of the velocities w(,1,,z,t) and

w(','iy',z',t) are determined analytically. The velocity can be

expressed as a Fourier series in time by:

w = (acos nt+bsin nQt) , (105)

where 2=2it/'r, and a and b are the Fourier coefficients of w.

The coefficients a and b are functions of the record length t

and position, (X,NJ,z) in the fixed frame and (',',z') in the ice
frame.
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The coefficients are determined by:

ftweImtdt
J' (106)

a0= w dt, (107)

2 Ita = J w cos n1t dt for n1, (108)to
2 Itb = w sin nt dt for n1. (109)

Then the one-sided spectral density of the velocity S(w) is
given by

a20 for0w<- (110)

a2-i-b2
S(co)= for n--o<nQ+-,n1. (111)

The spectral density S(w) is still a function of , iji, z, and t in

the fixed frame, or of ', j', z', and t in the ice frame. By

averaging horizontally and vertically

icy $0 127c/y 121t/K
<<Sw(W)>>fixed H(2it)2 -H S(w) dddz, (112)

icy $0 f2ir/y f2lr/1c
<<Sw(04>>ice H(2it)2 H 0

S(w) d'dip'dz', (113)

the spectra can be expressed as a function of frequency only.

Then <<S(o.)>> represents the velocity spectrum from each
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reference frame averaged over the ocean volume. The average

one-sided spectral density is then:

<<a02>> for0o<- (114)

2
for n-o<n+,n1. (115)

The averaged velocity spectra for each reference frame

can now be calculated from (114) and (115), using (108) and

(109) to determine the Fourier coefficients for each frame.

The average variance is also a useful quantity to compare

the relative response of the ocean to the movement of

different ice topographies. The variance of the averaged
spectrum will be denoted as <<2>> and is defined as the

integral over frequency of the spectrum:

<<2>> = 0S<<s()>> dü. (116)

Although <<Sw(CO)>>fixed need not be equal to <<Sw(co)>>jce, the

variance will be the same for both velocities. This can be

shown by using an alternative definition for the variance, a

time-averaged square of the velocity over the record length t,

2 1 Ct 2Jw dt, (117)
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which is then averaged horizontally and vertically to obtain
Since the order of integration does not matter, the

average variance can also be written

2 1 2<<cy >>= J <<w >> dt. (118)W tO

As previously shown in equations (103) and (104), the

horizontal averages of w2 are equal for both reference frame

velocities, so the average variance is the same for both

velocities,

<<aw>>fixed = <<aw2>>ice = <<,2>>. (119)

Spectra of the vertical velocity: Figure 14 shows the
averaged spectra <<S(o)>> for both the fixed and ice frames,

for a case similar to that of Figures 11 and 12, with t=1 day
and 0=0 (so t.t=U=O.2 m and K = k0cos8 = k0 = 0.045 m1).

The two spectra are very different. The signal observed

from the fixed frame has a definite, high amplitude peak at

o=jtic, the forcing frequency, and smaller peaks at every natural
frequency w of the system. The signal observed from the ice

frame has been Doppler-shifted by pic, with the spectral peaks
at

co Doppler-shifted to frequencies co+j.nc and Io1-ncI. The

fixed frame transient component wtr, equation (98), was

previously described as a sum of travelling waves of
frequencies 0fl propagating in both the -x and x directions.
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Figure 14. Spectra of the vertical velocity from both
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p =0.2 m and aM other parameters as in Figure 11. Spectral
peaks in the fixed frame occur at each and p.k0, and peaks in

the ice frame occur at o0+p.k0 and Io)-p.k0l.
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Since the ice is moving in the -x direction, the waves

travelling in the + direction are observed to have a higher

frequency co+p.ic. The waves travelling in the -x direction are

observed to have a lower frequency o-LK when and a

higher frequency jnc-o1. when w<l.uc.

The spectral amplitudes of low frequencies are always

larger than that of the high frequencies in the ice frame. The

transient component was written as a sum of two travelling

waves for each natural frequency; one wave travels in the

same direction as the ice, the other travels the opposite

direction. The amplitude of the wave travelling in the same

direction as the ice is proportional to

l+J.L1(/O) 1

22K2 2(1-nc/o)
, (120)

while the amplitude of the wave travelling opposite the ice is

proportional to

l-J.LK/CO 1

+K/Q))
(121)

The wave travelling with the ice will always have a larger

amplitude than the wave of the same frequency travelling

against the ice, and the spectral amplitude of the Doppler-

shifted wave travelling with the ice will be greater than the

spectral amplitude of the Doppler-shifted wave travelling

against the ice.



The shape and resolution of the estimated spectrum is

determined by the record length t. An infinitely long record of

a signal with a single frequency component, sin c0t, has a non-

zero value only at co=o. When the same signal is observed over

a finite time period from 0 to t, the spectrum is proportional

to

1sin[(00-o)'r}12

I J . (1 22)

The spectrum is a maximum when and has an

dependence for which has a -2 slope when plotted on a

log scale. If the frequency oD is zero, the spectrum has a -2

slope at all frequencies on a log scale because all resolved w

are much greater than w. The spectrum of velocity from the

fixed frame depends on a sum of functions of the form

[sin[(co-cI))'r]l 2
[(o-cü)t} J I (123)

therefore there is a spectral peak at and a -2 slope at high

frequencies. The spectrum of velocity from the ice frame

depends on a sum of functions of the form

1sin[(n-w)-o]t12
I {(ln-o)-o]t j . (124)

Since some natural frequencies are very near the forcing
frequency, w-j.uc, the ice frame spectrum is dominated by a -2
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slope everywhere. The slope of the ice frame velocity

spectrum is the result of an inherent resolution problem from

determining the Fourier coefficients from in a finite record

length.

As the record length becomes large, too, and the

resolution increases, the spectrum of velocity from the fixed
frame is non-zero only at o= and while the spectrum of

velocity from the ice frame is non-zero only at W=o+JK and

Q)1C0P.KI.

The rotation angle 9 determines the position of each

spectral peak. As the angle of rotation increases from 0 and

all other parameters remain constant, the forcing frequency
p.K=tk0cos9 decreases. The spectral peaks at in the fixed

frame remain at the same frequency, while the p.i peak shifts

to lower frequencies. The spectral peaks at in the ice

frame shift to lower frequencies, while the w-J.I1 spectral

peaks can shift either way. For example, assume o> t> o;
the forcing frequency p.i decreases as 9 increases, until

eventually o1>J.tic. Then the waves of frequency w11 that

were previously observed at .nc-o1 are now observed at

jti. As jnc continues to decrease, the frequency pK-cO11

observed from the ice frame will increase.

It has already been established that the velocity induced

by topography oriented at 9 is the same as that induced by

topography oriented at 9+ir (since these ice topographies are
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indistinguishable); therefore the velocity spectra will be the

same for these orientations. (This does not mean that the

velocity spectra from the two reference frames are

equivalent, but that the fixed frame spectra are equal for both

orientations and the ice frame spectra are equal for both

orientations.) Ice topography oriented at angle 8 is clearly

distinguishable from topography at ir-8, but the velocity

spectra are the same for these orientations. Hence the fixed

frame velocity spectra are the same for the topography

orientations 0, it-0, ir+0, and 2ir-8, and the ice frame velocity

spectra are the same for the topography orientations 0, -o,

+0, and 2it-0.

Although the general trend of both spectra is to decrease

in amplitude as the rotation angle increases from 0 to t/2,

angles associated with resonance are an exception.

Topography of orientation 8 is said to be associated with

resonance when the forcing frequency j.tk0cos0 equals a natural

frequency co of the system. Hence topography orientations

that cause resonant forcing exist whenever

O = cos1 [!a.1 (125)

Forcing at a natural frequency of the system creates a larger

amplitude disturbance than a slightly different forcing, with

corresponding larger spectral values.



The velocity spectra of various orientations 8 (and

constant k0, H, N, f, t, and p.) could be compared, but it is more

practical to compare the variance of velocity from each

topographic orientation. Since the variance is the integral of

the spectrum, an increase in the amplitude of the spectrum

corresponds to an increase in the variance. The variance is

plotted as a function of the topographic orientation by

computing the integral of the spectrum for various 8 while

holding the other parameters constant (Figure 15). A point on

the curve of Figure 15a at a given angle 8 is the variance

which corresponds to the integral over frequency

of the velocity spectrum at angle 8. Figure 15b shows the

angle associated with resonance for a given mode, where 0 is

calculated from equation (125) and the natural frequencies w,

are calculated from the dispersion relation (43). The peaks in

Figure 15a occur at the location of the points in Figure 15b.

There is no resonance angle associated with modes 1 to 6,

since w6>p.k0; the first resonance occurs for mode 7.

Topographical forcing at resonance creates a larger velocity

response (and more variance) than forcing at slightly different

frequencies. The effect of forcing at resonance is reduced as

the topography orientation approaches ir/2.

The record length t has a significant effect on the shape

of the variance plot. The variance in a system with resonant

forcing will increase with t, while the variance in a system
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without resonant forcing will not vary much with t. Consider

one of the previous definitions for the variance,

2 1 St<<w2>> dt. (118)<< >>=-W to

An estimate of the variance can be made visually from a time
series of <<w2>>. The time series of <<w2>> in Figure 11

represents a system forced far from resonance. The variance

of <<w2>> in Figure 11 a can be expected to increase with t for

the first few hours (<<w2>> has the first local maximum at

t=3.5 hours). The variance of <<w2>> in lib for longer times

can be expected to vary only slightly, since the time series
oscillates about 0.5. A time series of <<w2>> for

a system with resonant forcing will not oscillate about a

constant value, but will grow forever. Hence the variance of a

system in resonance will also grow forever. Consequently,

increasing the record length t will notably increase the

variance in Figure 15 at the angles associated with resonance

while the variance at other angles will not be much affected.

A very short record length can result in a variance plot

without peaks at resonance angles if large amplitude

oscillations have not yet developed. Recall that the energy in

the system corresponds to the vertical propagation of energy

of free waves travelling back and forth between the ice and
the bottom. A free wave with a frequency different from K

gains no energy upon reflection from the moving ice. A free
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wave with a frequency of exactly jn gains energy from the ice

upon reflection, increasing the amplitude of the wave.

Consider the case in Figure 15 when the surface forcing is in

resonance with mode 7 (o)7=pk0cos8, 8=0.155), the first peak in

the figure. A free wave with the same dispersion relation as
mode 7 (07=0.00494 s, k=O.025 m1, F7=7ic/100 m1,

Cgz=OO85 m s1) will have travelled 7333 m vertically in one

day (the record length of the figure). This free wave will have

reflected 7 times off the ice, increasing in amplitude each

time. The variance at this angle is large because the

disturbance has grown large. If instead the record length were

one hour, the free wave would only have travelled 390 m

vertically. Since this free wave would not yet have reflected

off the ice or the bottom and increased in amplitude, the

variance would not be a local maximum at 8=0.155 when t=1

hour.

The variance plot will be an important tool in Chapter 5

when comparing the analytical model to Arctic Ocean data.

4.1.3 Three -dimensional ice. Consider next the general

case of ice topography that varies in x and c and is described

by i(x,iii) and its Fourier transform ii(k,l). The general solution

of w(,ii,z,t) in a constant N ocean is found by taking the

Fourier inverse of equation (73). Another approach to solving

this problem is to approximate the ice topography as a sum of
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discrete sine wave components of varying amplitudes,

wavenumbers, and phase shifts.

The pack ice is assumed to be a solid body, so that at any

point on the ice the velocity is t in the -x direction relative to

the fixed frame. Let a single plane wave of the ice have
wavenumber k0, which is oriented at angle 0im to the axis of

motion . The double subscript notation is used for 0 in order

to be able to describe plane waves of different orientations
for the same wavenumber. The plane wave of wavenumber k0

and orientation 8im has an amplitude hjm and phase shift Xim

The wavenumber in the direction of motion is Kjm=kOjCOSOjm and

the wavenumber normal to the motion is y=kojsinOj. The

vertical velocity in the fixed frame due to motion of one plane
wave is Wjm(XVZt) which is expressed below as the sum of

the steady-state and transient components (97) and (98):

wjm(X,141,z,t) = Dn. {2U.L21c. 2-f2)sin[K. (i.t)
n

Uk01
+ (f2-o2) [(1 + )sln(K XYimWojXjm0nt)(1)fl

+ (i Uk0i)Sifl(KimX_im_kOiXimO)flt)] }, (1 26)
con

im "mi flD1
-ti. h. sinF z(N2-con2)

F(N2-f2)(co2-U2k012) . (127)

The vertical velocity in the ice frame due to motion of the
plane wave is wjm(X',ljI',z',t).
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Let the total vertical velocity underneath the ice be

represented by W(,iji,z,t) in the fixed frame and W(',ijJ',z',t) in

the ice frame. Since the problem is linear, W can be expressed

as the sum of the velocities w due to each topographical plane

wave,

W(,,z,t) = w. (,'q,z,t), (128)imim

W(X',Mr',z',t) = w (X','4.r',z',t). (1 29)imim

Spectra of the total vertical velocities: The frequency
spectra of the total vertical velocity <<5W(°)>>fixed and

<<Sw(cO)>>ice can be found by the same procedure as outlined

for the velocity of a single topography component. The first
step is to express each velocity component Wim as a Fourier

series in time:

W = (anjmcos flt+bnjmSIfl nct) , (130)

W = (anjmcos fl1t+bnjm5Ifl nct) . (1 31)
imfl

The Fourier coefficients of are then

1 rt
aoim= 0J Wim dt, (132)

a. = j w. cos nt dt for n1, (133)im o m

artb. = J w. sin nt dt for n1. (134)im 'r o im
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The total velocity W can also be expressed as a Fourier series
in time,

W = (Acos nt+Bsin nI)t)

where the coefficients A and B are

A =Za.n

= bn1,.

The one-sided spectral density of the velocity Sw(w) S

A2
Sw(w) = -!i--

[acm]2

A2+B2
Sw(0))

for 0 0) <

for n--0)<n+-, n1

[afljm]2+[bfljm] 2

(135)

(136)

(137)

(138)

(139)

(140)

(141)

The spectral density of the total velocity is still a
function of position in either reference frame. By averaging

horizontally and vertically,

lim 1 50 fL/21L/2
<<Sw(0))>>fixed Lc HL2 -H -L/2-L/2' Sw(0)) dddz, (142)

urn 1

JO
JL/2fL/2

Loo HL2 -H -L/2 -L/2 Sw(w) d'diji'dz', (143)
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the spectra can be expressed as a function of frequency only.
Note that each Fourier coefficient aflim and bnjm depends

on the sine and cosine of (KjmX_YjmW_kOjXjm) in the fixed frame

and (KjX'_'YjV'_kojXj) in the ice frame. Then the horizontal

average of products of Fourier coefficients from different

plane waves is zero,

urn .L. JL/2$L12

L*oo L2 -L/2 -L/2
anjanj.ddiqf=Oii' and mm'. (144)

The average spectral density of the total velocity W is then

equal to the sum of the average spectra of each velocity

component Wjm

= <<S, (w)>>. (145)
i m

It follows from a similar analysis that the averaged

variance of the total velocity is equal to the sum of the
average variance from each velocity component wjm:

<<2>>.<<a 2>> (146)Wimzm

This result will be used in Chapter 5 to evaluate the spectrum

of the total velocity simulated by summing the velocity

spectra from numerous single-wavelength ice topographies.
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4.2 Summary of the Initial-Value Model Results

The response generated when the pack ice impulsively

acquires a constant velocity over an ocean initially at rest

consists of two parts: the steady-state component (which

satisfies the steady-state model presented in Chapter 3), and

the transient component. The solution is written in terms of

these two components to identify the sources of the

disturbance. The source of the steady-state component is ice

motion of constant velocity. The source of the transient

component is the initial acceleration of the ice. The steady-

state component oscillates at the forcing frequency when

observed from the fixed frame, but has no temporal variation

when observed from the ice frame. Any temporal oscillation

observed from the ice frame is due entirely to the transient

component.

Surface forcing in resonance with a natural frequency of

the system results in a vertical velocity that grows with time.

The solution for the velocity is a reasonable description of an

internal wave as long as the non-linear terms in the

momentum equations can still be neglected. Resonance

conditions cannot exist in the steady-state model (mnit/H)

because the velocity does not reach a maximum.

The specific case of under-ice topography of a single

sinusoidal plane wave has the same solution as a deep water

wave at the instant the ice is impulsively accelerated. The



vertical velocity of the wave at any time is determined by the

component of the ice velocity normal to the ice crests; the

velocity component parallel to the ice crests does not cause a

disturbance. Forcing at resonant frequencies will occur

whenever the wavenumber in the direction of ice motion times

the ice speed equals a natural frequency. There is more

variance in the velocity caused by surface forcing at resonant

frequencies than in the velocity caused by forcing of slightly

different frequencies. The wave motion near a resonant

frequency is dominated by a single mode of the system with

frequency near the forcing frequency; otherwise the wave

motion is dominated by the two modes nearest the forcing

frequency.

The average spectrum of the velocity observed from the

fixed frame is quite different from the spectrum observed

from the ice frame. The vertical velocity forced by under-ice

topography of a single sinusoidal plane wave has a spectrum

from the fixed frame which contains peaks at each natural

frequency of the system plus a large peak at the forcing

frequency. The spectrum of velocity from the ice frame

contains peaks at the natural frequencies Doppler-shifted by

the forcing frequency. The variance of each averaged spectrum

is the same.

An under-ice topography of any shape can be represented

as a sum of discrete sinusoidal plane waves of varying
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wavenumbers, amplitudes, and phase shifts. The vertical

velocity field underneath the ice can be represented as a linear

superposition of the velocity solutions for each plane wave

comprising the topography. The average spectrum of the

velocity from either reference frame is obtained by summing

the average velocity spectra due to each topographical plane

wave in the system. The average variance of the velocity field

is obtained by summing the average variances due to each

topographical plane wave. This method of superposing velocity

spectra from discrete plane wave components will be used to

compare the initial-value model to internal wave observations.



5. Comparison of the Initial-Value Model

to Internal Wave Observations

The initial-value model of internal wave generation can

be compared to the internal wave field measured during AIWEX

once an appropriate ice topography is specified. The

topography used in the model should match that of the data

site, not a trivial problem since the under-ice topography at

the AIWEX ice camp was not measured. The method used to

obtain a realistic two-dimensional under-ice topography from

observations is presented in Section 5.1. The spectrum of the

velocity field underneath this topography is compared to

experimental data in Section 5.2.

5.1 Determining a Realistic Two-Dimensional Ice Topography

Continuous one-dimensional profiles of the under-ice

topography have been measured at various locations in the

Arctic pack ice, while a continuous two-dimensional profile of
the underside of the pack ice has never been measured. The

effort involved in obtaining the one-dimensional profile is

considerable, since the measurement is made by upward-

looking sonar from a submarine that cruises under the ice in a

straight path, at constant depth, and with constant speed

[Hibler and LeSchack,1972}. The best two-dimensional

information available is intersecting one-dimensional profiles.



The power spectrum of the under-ice topography given by

Rothrock and Thorndike [1980] (Figure 16) will be assumed to

represent the AIWEX ice camp under-ice topography in a single

direction and will be the basis for obtaining the two-

dimensional spectrum used in the model. This spectrum was

chosen because both the AIWEX observations and the ice profile

measurements were made in the same region: the interior pack

ice of the Beaufort Sea far from the ice edge.

The under-ice topography needs to be described as the

sum of discrete sinusoidal plane wave components to use

equation (145) to represent the spectrum of the total velocity
underneath the ice. The wavenumber k0, amplitude hjm and
orientation of each plane wave component must be
specified to obtain each component <<S(o)>> of the velocity

spectrum.

The amplitude associated with a discrete plane wave of

wavenumber k' cannot be determined directly from the ice

spectrum of Figure 16. The spectral amplitude at k' in Figure

16 may contain some contribution from larger wavenumber

plane waves oriented such that the wavenumber in the

direction of measurement is k'. If the ice topography is

assumed to be horizontally isotropic, the one-dimensional ice

spectrum of Figure 16 can be converted to a two-dimensional

spectrum from which the spectral amplitude of a specific

wavenumber can be determined.
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5.li Conversion of a one-dimensional spectrum to a

two-dimensional horizontally isotropic spectrum. The

assumption of isotropy allows the spectrum of Figure 16 to be

converted to a two-dimensional spectrum by the inverse Abel

transform. The Abel transform projects a circularly

symmetrical distribution in two dimensions into one

dimension, and the inverse Abel transform projects a one-

dimensional distribution into a horizontally isotropic

distribution in two-dimensions [Bracewell, 1978].

The one-dimensional spectrum will be denoted as S(k),

where k is the wavenumber in a given direction, and the

spectrum is two-sided, symmetrical, and assumed to exist at

k=O. The isotropic spectrum will be denoted as S(a), where a

is a radial wavenumber, a2=k2+l2, independent of direction.

Figure 17 is a schematic representation of the Abel transform,

showing that the spectrum aS(a) is the same regardless of

direction, and the variance is preserved in the transformation.

Since the vertical velocity spectrum <<S(w)>> is the same for

the angles e, e+, e, and 2it-8 (Chapter 4), the ice topography

spectrum S(k) is projected through angles 0 to it/2 only.

The Abel transform of S(a) is the one-dimensional

spectrum S(k), [Bracewell, 1978]:

S(a) a da
S(k) 2k (147)
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Figure 17. Schematic representation of the Abel
transform. S(k) is the one-dimensional spectrum of the under-
ice topography, and 4aS(a) is the horizontally isotropic
spectrum obtained by projecting S(k) over angles 0 to it/2. The
variance is preserved in the transformation.



and the inverse Abel transform of the one-dimensional

spectrum S(k) is the isotropic spectrum S(a):

-1 °° S'(k) dkS(a) =- J
It a (k2-a2)1'2

' (148)

where S'(k) = dS(k)/dk. If the integral of (148) is zero beyond
some k=a0 (for example, having no data beyond k=a0) and

behaves impulsively at
,

the spectrum becomes

1 ra 0S(a)= J
o(k22)1/2__rS(k)1 S'(k=a

dk+ (a2a2)112 (149)
ita dkL k J

The spectrum of Figure 16 is equivalent to 2S(k), since

the spectrum has been folded about k=0. The analytical

approximation of S(k) is used for convenience,

S(k) = 2500 e16Ik, (150)

(Figure 16). The spectrum of Figure 16 exists only for 0.0013

< k < 0.5 m1 (4800 to 13 m wavelengths), but the Abel

transform requires that the spectrum exist at k=0. Therefore

the spectrum of Figure 16 will be extrapolated to k=0, which

increases the total variance of the ice topography only

slightly. There is no data in Figure 16 for wavenumbers larger
than 0.5 m1, so a0=0.5.

Figure 18a is a graph of the spectrum 4aS(a), obtained by

integrating (149) numerically when S(k) is given by the

analytical approximation (303). The term 4aS(a) represents
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the two-dimensional isotropic spectrum of the ice topography

obtained by projecting the one-dimensional ice spectrum of

Rothrock and Thorndike through angles 0 to ir/2. Figure 18b is

the same data plotted in a variance preserving form, which

shows that most of the variance contained in the ice

topography is from wavenumbers between 0.001 and 0.2 m1

(wavelengths between 6300 and 31 m).

The ice topography spectrum 4aS(a) is approximated as a

sum of discrete sinusoidal plane waves by dividing the ice

spectrum into small bands of wavenumbers and angles. Each

surface on the spectrum 4aS(a) bounded by a small

wavenumber band and a small angle band will be represented

by a discrete wavenumber, angle, and amplitude. The

wavenumber range 0.001 07 a 0.333 m1 (wavelength range

5870 to 19 m), which accounts for most of the variance of the
ice topography, will be divided into 15 wavenumbers with

=0.00l07 and a15=0.333. Each pair of wavenumbers a1 and

are separated by a1, with all Lia1 equal in log space

(Figure 19a):

log a15 log a1
log a. = 14 (151)

log a1 = log a1 + (i-1)log Aa1. (152)

The discrete wavenumber associated with each band Aa will

be the midpoint in log space of the band and will be designated

as
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Figure 19. Schematic showing the notation for the
wavenumber and angle bands. (a) The wavenumber bands are
equal in log space, and the discrete wavenumber k0 associated

with band is at the midpoint in log space. a1=O.00107 and

a15=O.333 m1. (b) The angle bands 8jm are unequal, and the

discrete angle 8jm associated with each band is not at the

midpoint of the band. and



log Lci
log k01 = log a1

+ 2
(153)

The angles 0 0 ic/2 will be divided into 209 angle bands

which will not be equal. Not only will the angle bands vary in

magnitude, the divisions will be different for each
wavenumber band. The angle bands will be designated as AOjm

the index i referring to the wavenumber band 1 to 14, the index

m referring to the angle division 1 to 209. The discrete angle

associated with angle band AOjm is 8im The discrete angle 9im

will not necessarily be centered in the angle band AOjm (Figure

19b). For all indices 0=0 and 809=it/2.

The 209 discrete plane wave orientations 0im for each k0

include all resonant forcing angles, eight angles between each

resonant case, and angles 0 and ir/2. Twenty-five normal

modes were used to represent the vertical velocity. The

algorithm used for selecting 0im (assuming that mode j is the

first mode that can be in resonance, > > o) is:

0j1 = 0 (154)

z.8J+1 for 2m8j+1 (155)e. = e. 1 +z,m- 8 j

(on
= COS for jn25 and 1l8 (156)

M(Oj8fl+9Oj8n+l)
8i8n+1+M = 9iBn+l + 8

for jn25 and 1M8 (157)
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(158)

(159)

(160)

(161)

The ice topography amplitude of the discrete plane wave

associated with the pair of wavenumber and angle bands

(Aaj,A8jm) is designated as hojm where

h
Jai+l f(0im+8im+i)/2

°im a1 (ejm+ej,mi)/2
4aS(a) d8 da

= (A0.) J 4aS(a) da. (162)
a1

The under-ice topography at the site of the AIWEX

observations, which was assumed to be represented by the ice

spectrum 4aS(a), is now represented as the sum of the

discrete sinusoidal plane waves. The average velocity

spectrum underneath an ice topography approximating that at

the AIWEX ice camp is then

14 209
= <<SW(k09h0)(o)>> (163)

i=1 m=1

and the average variance is then
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14 209
= <<W(kOi,0im,hOim)>> (164)

i=1 m=1

A comparison of the spectrum and variance contributions

from plane waves of different wavenumbers will be presented

before using equations (163) and (164) to compare the model

of internal waves generated by initial ice motion to the

internal wave observations of AIWEX.

5.1.2 The spectrum and variance of the velocity as a

function of wavenumber. The variance of the velocity due to

motion of a single wavenumber component ice topography

varies as the orientation of that topography changes (Chapter

4, Figure 15). The variance contributions from the 209

discrete plane waves described by the angles 0im and the

wavenumber are plotted in Figure 20 for eight of the

fourteen discrete wavenumbers. (The parameters N, f, H, and p.

are constant, and their values correspond to AIWEX conditions.

The choice of these values is described in Section 5.2. The

record length t is one day.) Each variance is expressed as a
density <<W(kOi,0imphOim)

2>>,
im to avoid biasing by the

unequal angle divisions. This variance density integrated over

all angles is the total variance of the velocity from all plane

waves of that wavenumber. The arrows above each curve are

located at the angles at which resonant forcing occurs,
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Some of the graphs in Figure 20 have a local maximum in

variance density at angles corresponding to resonant surface

forcing (the peaks are aligned with the arrows). No peaks

occur in 20a and 20b because the larger amplitudes of

oscillation at resonance have not yet occurred for the record

length of one day. For example, the natural frequencies of the

case shown in Figure 20a are such that w8> p.k02 > o. The

first arrow in Figure 20a (at 8=0.296) indicates the

orientation for mode 9 to be in resonance, o9=p.k02coso. A free

wave of frequency w, horizontal wavenumber k02, and vertical

wavenumber F9=9it/H (H=500 m) will travel 493 m vertically

in the given record length of one day. Since this wave has not

yet reflected off the ice or the bottom and increased in
amplitude, there is no peak in 21a for resonant forcing at o.

A propagating disturbance is generated whenever

J.xkojcos8jm<N, while an evanescent disturbance is generated

whenever p.k .cos0. N. The variance is low between 8. =0 and

the angle associated with the left-most arrow in Figures 20e

through 20h because the disturbance is evanescent. The

variance at other angles in 20e through 20h and at all angles in

20a through 20d is from a propagating disturbance.



The velocity frequency spectra as measured from the

fixed and ice frames are shown in Figure 21. Each line

represents the velocity spectrum

209
<<SW(kOi,Gim,hOim)((0)>> (166)

m=1

underneath a moving ice topography composed of 209 discrete

plane waves of the same wavenumber k0. The spectra are

shown for each of the same wavenumbers as in Figure 20. The

parameters t, N, f, H, and t are the same as in Figure 20. The

integral of the spectrum in Figure 21 for a given k0 equals the

total variance for the same k01 in Figure 20. All of the ice

frame frequency spectra in Figure 21 have the characteristic

2 slope described in Chapter 4. All the frequency spectra from

the fixed frame have a broad peak that spans a range of

frequencies. The high frequency cutoff of each peak in Figures

21a through 21d occurs at pk0. The high frequency cutoff of

each peak in 21e through 21h occurs at N because the

evanescent disturbance generated by JtkoiCOSOimN is not very

energetic.

5.2 Spectrum and Variance of the Model Compared to AIWEX

Data.

The values for the parameters f, N, and H that are chosen

for the model need to be representative of the AIWEX
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are the same as in Figure 20.)



conditions. The Coriolis parameter at 74°N, the latitude of the

ice camp, is f=1.4 x s1. The buoyancy frequency at the

ice camp is shown in Figure 22 [Levine et al., 1987]. The

variable N in Figure 22 needs to be approximated as a constant

value for the model calculations. This approximation should be

made in conjunction with choosing a representative ocean

depth H. The ocean depth at the site of AIWEX was 3700 m, but

a lesser value will be used. A vertically propagating internal

wave of frequency o0<N(z) is reflected at the depth where

There is also some penetration into the region where

there is an exponential decay in the amplitude of the

disturbance with the depth of penetration. Only the lowest

frequency waves generated will reach the bottom, since N is

less than 7 x i0 s1 beyond 500 m. As a compromise

between the depth of reflection for low frequency waves and

the depth of reflection for high frequency waves, the ocean

depth used for the initial-value model computations will be

H=500 m. The buoyancy frequency N will be approximated as

0.01 s, roughly the average N in the top 500 m of the ocean.

The model will be compared to internal wave

observations made during a storm which lasted several days.

The position of the AIWEX ice camp as a function of time was

determined from satellite navigation [Levine et al., 1986]. The

speed of the ice drift with time is plotted in Figure 23a. The

ice speed increased for the first two days of the storm and
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plot of the ice velocity showing the magnitude and direction of
the ice drift. The vertical axis shows the magnitude of the
northerly component of velocity.



then varied about 0.2 m s1 during the third day of the storm.

The ice speed decreased abruptly when the storm ended. Figure

23b shows the magnitude and direction of the ice drift with

time. In the model this ice velocity is approximated by an

instantaneous acceleration to a constant speed of p=0.2 m s.

The abrupt decrease in ice speed when the storm ends is not

included in the model.

The horizontally and vertically averaged spectra of the
total velocity <<Sw(0)>> from the fixed frame and the ice

frame that model the AIWEX conditions are shown in Figure 24,

calculated from

14 209
=

.9. h
(163)

0' im' °zmi=1 m=1

The spectra represent an average velocity signal during the

first day after the storm began ('r=l day). The spectrum from

the ice frame still has the -2 slope characteristic of the

spectra from the individual wavenumber bands. This spectrum

is fairly smooth since the Doppler-shift of the natural

frequencies o
for a given ice topography wavenumber varies

with rotation angle. The spectrum from the fixed frame has a

broad peak spanning all forcing frequencies less than N. The

spectral peaks at frequencies greater than N are a result of

forcing frequencies creating evanescent disturbances. The

spectrum is not smooth at frequencies less than N since there
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is a spectral peak at each for all orientations of a given ice

topography of wavenumber k0.

Four velocity spectra measured during AIWEX are shown

in Figures 25b through 25e. Each curve represents the

spectrum of measurements averaged over the 12-hour periods

shown in Figure 25a. Time series of temperature measured at

250 m were divided by the average vertical temperature

gradient to obtain vertical displacement [Levine et al., 1987].

The frequency spectra of vertical displacement for each 12-

hour period were then multiplied by the transfer function 2 to

produce the frequency spectra of vertical velocity. The

variance of the velocity increases as the ice speed increases,

then continues to increase after the ice speed slows. The

spectral shape makes a transition from a fairly flat spectrum

at the beginning of the storm to a fairly broad peak after the

storm is over.

Figure 26 shows the total velocity spectra <<Sw(0)>>

from Figure 24 plotted with the four AIWEX velocity spectra,

Figures 25b through 25e. The most striking result is that the

shape of the AIWEX velocity spectra (especially 25e) closely

resemble the broad-peaked shapes of the modelled fixed frame

spectrum, even though the AIWEX measurements were made

from a moving ice frame. The fixed frame spectrum and the

AIWEX spectra have a high-frequency cutoff at N. The high-

frequency cutoff of the AIWEX spectra is not sharp, probably
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because N is variable, while the high-frequency cutoff of the

modelled spectrum is sharp since N was assumed constant.

However, the variance of the velocity is much lower in the

AIWEX spectra than in the modelled spectra. The variance was

lowest at the beginning of the storm, 1.8 X 10-6 m2 2 (Figure

25b), and increased to 8.6 X io m2 s2 by the end of the

storm (Figure 25d). The increase in variance during the storm

is the difference of the two values, 8.4 x m2 2 The

variance of the modelled velocity after one day of ice motion

is n1 more than an order of magnitude

greater than the increase in variance during the storm.

Why does the shape of the modelled fixed frame velocity

spectrum match the shape of the AIWEX spectra better than the

ice frame velocity spectrum? Why does the model predict a

greater energy increase than really occurred? One reason for

the difference could be that the ice motion during the storm

was significantly more complex than assumed in the model.

The ice drift changed in magnitude and direction throughout

the storm (Figure 23). The changing ice drift affects both the

waves generated by the ice and the detection of these waves

from the moving ice reference frame. New waves are

generated each time the ice accelerates which add to the

waves already present. An ice reference frame moving with

non-constant velocity will also Doppler-shift the observed

frequencies by varying amounts. The change in Doppler-shift
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as the ice motion varies may account for some of the

discrepancy between the, ice frame spectra. Consider a

steady-state component of the velocity underneath ice of a

single wavenumber k0 moving with the constant speed U of the

ice. This component oscillates in the fixed frame with the

forcing frequency Uk0. This temporal oscillation is not

observed when moving with the ice at constant speed; the

spectral peak at the forcing frequency has been Doppler-

shifted to the zero frequency. Now consider the frequency of

this wave if it were observed from a reference frame moving

independently of the ice with half the speed and in the same

direction. This steady-state component would be observed to

have frequency Uk0/2 in this new frame; the spectral peak at

Uk0 would be Doppler-shifted to Uk0/2. If the new frame

moved with the speed Uk0/2 in the direction opposite the ice,

the steady-state component would be observed at frequency

3Uk0/2. The Doppler-shift by Uk0/2 may not appear very large

in a frequency spectrum plotted on a log scale. As a result the

spectrum of velocity from this frame, moving independently of

the ice, will have a shape that more closely resembles that of

the fixed frame than that of the ice frame. Although an ice

frame that changes speed is not an independent reference

frame, the similar shapes of the fixed frame spectrum and the

AIWEX spectrum 25e lend some support to this idea. The ice

speed was very low during the 12-hour period from which the
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spectrum 25e was obtained, less than 25% of its maximum

speed. Since the Doppler-shift of the observed frequencies

during this period of time is less than the forcing frequency

during much of the storm, the observed spectrum may

approximate the fixed frame spectrum. The wave motions

were not observed with a constant Doppler-shift since the ice

drift of the AIWEX camp changed in magnitude and direction

throughout the storm. The discrepancy between the three

remaining AIWEX spectra and the modelled ice frame spectrum

may also be partially explained by this result. Hence the large

amplitude oscillations at any forcing frequency might be

observed from the ice at some frequency other than zero.

The effect of new waves generated as the ice drift

changes speed and direction on the velocity spectrum is more

difficult to predict. The initial-value model can be modified

to include different ice motions by changing the surface

boundary condition. For example, the ice may be assumed to

impulsively gain a constant velocity at time zero as before,

and then be impulsively stopped at a later time. After the ice

is stopped, the signal observed from the ice reference frame is

the same as the signal observed from the fixed frame.

However, the spectrum from the ice frame after the ice stops

may no longer look like the spectrum from the fixed frame

during the ice motion since more waves would be generated by

the abrupt cessation of ice motion. This approach of using a
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non-constant ice speed is recommended for future variations

of the initial-value model.

Another reason the model and data may differ is that the

density stratification at the AIWEX ice camp was also

significantly more complex than assumed in the model. The

density stratification is not constant as assumed in the model;

there is a mixed layer (with no density stratification) down to

about 30 m below the ice and a variable stratification for the

next 500 m (Figure 22). The initial-value model can be solved

for the buoyancy frequency profile of AIWEX by returning to

equation (64), which is a general expression for the Fourier

transformed vertical velocity, and letting N(z) be given by the

buoyancy profile in Figure 22. The solution for w will still be

described as a superposition of modes, although the individual

modes will no longer be described by simple trigonometric

functions, such as sp(z)=sin ITz of Section 4.1 [Gill, 1982;

Morison, 1980]. The mode shapes for a buoyancy profile

approximating that in Figure 22 will be distorted sine waves

with nodes not evenly distributed with depth but skewed

towards the ice bottom [Gill, 1982]. The model is still linear,

so the velocity under an ice bottom of more than one plane

wave component can still be obtained by summing the

solutions for w to numerous single-component ice

topographies. Although the initial-value model was not solved
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for the buoyancy frequency profile of AIWEX, some

speculations about the resulting spectra can be made.

Consider the case of an ice topography of a single

sinusoidal plane wave impulsively accelerated over an ocean

with a density stratification that decreases with depth. The

natural frequencies w of the system will still range from f to

a maximum value of N, although not with the same dispersion

relation as in the constant N case. Each should still appear

as a peak in the fixed frame spectrum, with the dominant peak

still being the forcing frequency. Each co should still be

Doppler-shifted by the forcing frequency when observed from

the ice frame. The steady-state component will still oscillate

with the forcing frequency, and therefore have no temporal

variation when observed from a constant position in the ice

frame. The higher frequency modes will reflect from a

shallower depth than lower frequency modes, possibly

increasing the fixed frame high frequency spectral amplitudes

relative to the low frequency spectral amplitudes. However,

since the spectral peaks of the Doppler-shifted frequencies
0r

are still superimposed on the -2 shape, using a more realistic

N profile will probably not resolve the discrepancy between

the spectrum of velocity from the ice frame in the initial-

value model and the AIWEX velocity spectra.

Now consider the effects of the mixed layer on the

disturbance generated. There is no density stratification in
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the mixed layer; a disturbance propagating through this layer

behaves like a deep water gravity wave, attenuating

exponentially with depth. The ice motion would cause a

disturbance in the mixed layer that would be attenuated by e1

(where z is negative). The vertical velocity at the interface of

the mixed layer and the density stratified fluid would then be

the surface boundary condition of the stratified fluid wave

motion. There are at least two probable results if the initial-

value model included the mixed layer: a decrease in the total

variance and wave motion dominated by small wavenumber ice

topographies. The variance would decrease because the

amplitude of the disturbance at the bottom of the mixed layer

is less than the amplitude of the ice topography. However,

disturbances in the mixed layer are not attenuated equally.

The disturbance from a large wavenumber ice topography

attenuates more rapidly than a disturbance from small

wavenumber topography. This would result in wave motion

under ice of more than one wavenumber component to be

dominated by the smaller wavenumber (larger wavelength) ice

topographies. Since the spectrum of velocity from the ice

frame has a -2 slope regardless of the ice topography

wavenumber, including the effects of the mixed layer does not

seem to resolve the discrepancy between the spectral shapes

of the initial-value model and the AIWEX observations.
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However, including a mixed layer may resolve some of the

discrepancy in the variance between the model and the data.

There are some additional possibilities that may account

for differences between the initial-value model and the AIWEX

results. Nonlinear wave interactions may redistribute energy

and momentum among different wave components without

changing the total energy and momentum of the system [MlIer

et al., 1986]. The spectral shape would change as a

consequence of this redistribution of energy. The presence of

a mean flow at any depth will modify the Doppler-shift of the

observed signal from the ice frame. A shear flow increases

the complexity of the problem in part because the Doppler-

shift of the observed signal from the ice frame will vary with

depth.
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6. Conclusions

An analytical model of internal wave generation by the

motion of the pack ice was developed to try to explain the

observations made during AIWEX. The waves were assumed to

be generated by water particle displacements occurring at the

corrugated ice/water interface. The pack ice was assumed to

be initially at rest relative to the water and then

instantaneously accelerated to a constant velocity.

The solution for the vertical water particle velocity was

determined for an under-ice topography composed of a single

sinusoidal plane wave component. The velocity is expressed as

an infinite sum of normal modes of frequencies o. The

velocity is described from two reference frames, one fixed

relative to the earth and one moving with the ice. Observing

the velocity from the ice reference frame is analogous to

AIWEX observations made from sensors moored to the ice.

The frequency spectrum of the velocity from the fixed

frame was found to have a large spectral peak at the forcing
frequency and spectral peaks at the natural frequencies

0fl
of

the system (Figure 14). All the spectral peaks in the fixed

frame are Doppler-shifted by the forcing frequency in the ice

frame spectrum. In particular, the large signal at the forcing

frequency in the fixed frame is Doppler-shifted to the zero

frequency in the ice frame. To an observer in the ice frame,
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the natural frequencies co appear Doppler-shifted to either

higher or lower frequencies.

The Doppler-shift of the forcing frequency to zero has

two important consequences. The first is that the waves

generated by the uniform motion of the ice, and therefore

oscillating at the forcing frequency, cannot be detected from

the ice frame. The second consequence is that the ice frame

spectrum averaged over a finite time t always has a

characteristic -2 slope that results from a fundamental

resolution problem in obtaining the Fourier coefficients of a

large amplitude signal at very low frequency over a finite

record length (Figures 14, 21, and 24).

The total velocity underneath ice composed of a sum of

discrete plane wave components is the sum of the velocity

solutions from the motion of each component. The average

over the ocean volume of the spectrum of the total velocity is

found to be the sum of the averaged spectrum from each

velocity component. Therefore an average spectrum of the

model can be compared to velocity spectra from AIWEX

observations by approximating the under-ice topography at the

AIWEX ice camp by an appropriate set of discrete plane waves.

An under-ice topography spectrum obtained from

measurements of the Beaufort Sea pack ice was projected into

a two-dimensional horizontally isotropic spectrum by using

the inverse Abel transform. The isotropic spectrum (Figure
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18) was then approximated as a sum of discrete plane waves.

The average spectra of the velocity components were summed

to obtain the average spectrum of the total velocity

underneath ice approximating that of the AIWEX camp (Figure

24). The average spectra of velocity from the fixed and ice

reference frames were then compared to velocity spectra

obtained from AIWEX observations (Figure 25).

The AIWEX velocity spectra did not resemble the

modelled velocity spectrum from the ice frame. Instead, the

spectral shape of the fixed frame spectrum more closely

resembled the AIWEX spectra. The variance of the modelled

velocity after one day of ice motion was an order of magnitude

greater than the actual increase in variance during two days of

the storm. These discrepancies between the model and the

data appear to be partially accounted for by considering non-

constant ice motion and a variable buoyancy frequency.

Although the initial-value model was not modified to include

either a non-constant ice motion or a variable buoyancy

frequency, some speculations of the effects of these changes

on the modelled velocity spectra can be made. The changing

ice velocity, while continually generating more waves, also

changes the Doppler-shift of the observed frequencies. The

change in Doppler-shift from velocity fluctuations is thought

to change the -2 shape of the ice frame spectrum to a spectral

shape more like that of the fixed frame. Including a mixed
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layer in the model would decrease the variance because the

amplitude of the disturbance generated by the ice bottom

topography would decay exponentially in the mixed layer,

resulting in a smaller amplitude disturbance in the stratified

fluid.

The initial-value model solved in this paper represents a

step towards an understanding of the internal wave field

beneath the pack ice. The model showed that waves of many

frequencies are generated when the pack ice accelerates,

while waves of only the forcing frequency are generated when

the ice moves with constant velocity. It was found for an ice

topography of a single plane wave component that it is the

component of the ice velocity normal to the ice crests that

determines the internal wave response; the component of ice

velocity parallel to the crests does not cause a disturbance.

Waves travelling in the same direction as the ice are observed

at lower frequencies in the ice frame, while waves travelling

opposite the ice are observed at higher frequencies in the ice

frame. The model provides for an initial increase in vertical

velocity with depth after the ice is accelerated, just as the

internal wave energy level observed under the pack ice

increased as the ice speed increased. The initial-value model

has provided some clues for future models of internal wave

generation by ice bottom roughness. Based on speculations

made from the initial-value model, it is thought that including
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a variable ice speed is important in modelling the spectrum of

the vertical velocity of internal waves observed from the pack

ice, and that including a mixed layer may be important in

modelling the increase in the variance of the velocity during

ice motion. While these suggested changes to the model may

not completely resolve the discrepancy between the model and

the observations, they represent a start for future linear

models of internal wave generation by ice bottom roughness.
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Appendix

Notation

a radial wavenumber, a2=k2+12

A(z) z dependent term in the vertical wave

solution for the finite depth ocean

b(z) function in the general Sturm-Liouville

problem

B integral over depth of the right-hand-side of

the inhomogeneous Sturm-Liouville problem

with the eigenfunction p(z),

B
-H'

h(z) p(z) dz

C the norm, or the integral over depth of the

weighting function times the square of the

elgenfunction,

fo

-H r(z) p2(z) dz

(k-k0) unit impulse function

d/dt derivative with respect to t

D/Dt total or material derivative

J/it partial derivative with respect to t

f Coriolis parameter
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F{w] Fourier transform of w, defined by

F[wJ JJ w ex e1 dx dy

F1['] Fourier inverse of , defined by

F1[] 1

2 _JS eikx e1Y dk dl
(2it)

Ffl vertical wavenumber associated with mode n

in a constant N ocean, F=rnt/H

g function describing the integral over depth of

the eigenfunction p(z) times (1+z/H),

rO

-H
(1+z/H)p(z) dz

H ocean depth

ice bottom topography relative to the ice

'ii(k,l) Fourier transform of the ice bottom

topography

h(z) right-hand-side of the inhomogeneous

equation in the general Sturm-Liouville

problem

h(x+Ut,y) ice bottom topography relative to the fixed

frame

h0 amplitude of the ice bottom topography

i the square root of -1
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p(z) eigenfunction satisfying the homogeneous

boundary value problem

k Fourier transform variable for x
k0 horizontal wavenumber of the ice bottom

topography

K horizontal wavenumber of the ice bottom in

the direction of motion

rn
eigenvalue associated with the eigenfunction

p(z)

A parameter in the general Sturm-Liouville

problem

Fourier transform variable for y

L[] Laplace transform of ', defined by

L[] = e-St

L1 ['] Laplace inverse of , defined by

L_1[]=_t_ JC+i°° estds
2iti Cio°

m vertical wavenumber in the steady-state

models

M vertical wavenumber of the evanescent

disturbance in the steady-state models

N(z) the buoyancy frequency

p' pressure perturbation from hydrostatic
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p functional short-hand notation for one of the

integrals involving the depth-dependent

buoyancy frequency

-H'
N2(z)(1+z/H)(z) dz

q(z) function in the general Sturm-Liouville

problem

8 the angle of rotation between the co-ordinate

axis perpendicular to the ice crests and the

co-ordinate axis in the direction of motion

p density

p0(z) average density at some depth

p' density perturbation from p0

r(z) weighting function in the general Sturm-

Liouville problem

s Laplace transform variable for time

S(o) spectral density of the subscripted variable

as a function of the term in parentheses
<<S(co)>> spectral density averaged over volume

variance of the subscripted variable

variance averaged over volume

t time variable

u horizontal water particle velocity in x

direction
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U ice speed normal to ice crests relative to the

fixed frame (x,y,z)

ice speed relative to the fixed frame (,iji,z)

v horizontal water particle velocity in y

direction

V ice speed parallel to ice crests relative to

the fixed frame (x,y,z)

w vertical water particle velocity

the component of vertical velocity that

satisfies the steady-state solution

wtr the component of vertical velocity that

remains after subtracting the steady-state

solution

W the vertical velocity underneath ice of more

than one wavelength

w0 amplitude of the vertical water particle

velocity at z=O, w0=-Uk0h0

Fourier transform of w

Laplace transform of '

boundary condition substitution for
w forcing frequency of ice motion, a=-Uk0

natural frequency associated with normal

mode n in the initial-value model

X phase shift of the (xN') axes in the rotated

system
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(x,y,z) co-ordinates in the fixed reference frame

(x',y',z') co-ordinates in the ice reference frame

(x,v,z) co-ordinates in the fixed reference frame at

angle e to (x,y)

(,',z') co-ordinates in the ice reference frame at

angle 0 to (x',y')

< > indicates a horizontal average

<< >> indicates a horizontal and vertical average




